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Nomenclature

A

Cam

Cgw

Cp

Cpa

Cpl

Cpv

d

D

Z>

Do

/

g

h

hc

hfg

hi

hB

k

k[

kw

km

K

Area

Mean concentration of species "a" at the wall.

Mean concentration of species "a" in the bulk fluid

Specific heat

Specific heat of dry air

Specific heat of condensate

Specific heat of water vapor

Tube diameter

Pipe diameter or mass diffusivity

Duct inside diameter

Duct outside diameter

Darcy friction factor

Gravitational constant

Convection heat transfer coefficient

Convection heat transfer for the cooling water

Difference in enthalpies between saturated water vapor and saturated liquid water

Convection heat transfer on the inside of a tube or a duct

Convection heat transfer coefficient on the outside of a duct

Thermal conductivity

Condensate thermal conductivity

Wall thermal conductivity

Mass transfer coefficient

Form loss coefficient

Demister form loss coefficient



Kelb

K ent

Khtr

L

m

ma

mwv

m

ma

mc

m,

m..

Elbow form loss coefficient

Entrance form loss coefficient

Expansion form loss coefficient

Steam reheater loss coefficient

Valve form loss coefficient

Pipe length

Mass

Mass of dry air

Mass of water vapor

Mass flowrate

Mass flowrate of dry air

Condensation mass flowrate

Mass flowrate of condensatein the liquid film

Mass flowrate of steam

M

Na

Nu

P

Pg

PSat

Pr

Q

Q

Mass flowrate of water vapor

Molecular weight

Mass flux of species "a" to wall

Nusselt number

Pressure

Saturation partial pressure of water vapor

Saturation pressure

Prandtl number

Volume flowrate

Heat transfer rate

Inside radius of a condenser tube

Outside radius of a condenser tube



R Condenser tube inside radius or radial thermal resistance for a duct

Ra Gas constant for dry air

R Universal gas constant

Rwv Gas constant for water vapor

Re Reynold's number

Sc Schmidt number

Sh Sherwood number

T Temperature

TCooi Cooling water temperature

Tf Outside air temperature

Tj Condensate film surface temperature

Tin Condenser tube flow inlet temperature

T\ Condensate temperature

Ts Reheater steam temperature

Tsat Saturation temperature

Two Duct outside wall temperature

V Velocity

u Axial velocity in the condensate film

Zsat Saturation length in a condenser tube

a Coefficient in the relation for the demister form loss coefficient

P Coefficient in the relation for the demister form loss coefficient

S Condensate film thickness

AP/an Exhaust fan pressure increase

Aw Condenser tube wall thickness

Az Change in elevation



QD Collision integral

p Density

<p Relative humidity

T Shear stress

(0 Humidity ratio



Introduction and Summary

The waste tank purge ventilation system, for Tank 48 is designed to prevent dangerous
concentrations of hydrogen or benzene from accumulating in the gas space of the tank.
Fans pull the gas/water vapor mixture from the tank gas space and pass it sequentially
through a demister, a condenser, a reheater, and HEPA filters before discharging to the
environment, through a tall stack. Proper operation of the HEPA filters requires that the
gas mixture passing through them has a low relative humidity. The ventilation system has
been modified by increasing the capacity of the fans and changing the condenser from a
two-pass heat exchanger to a single-pass heat exchanger. It is important to understand the
impact of these modifications on the operation of the system, specifically the relative
humidity of the gas entering the HEPA filters. Condensation of water vapor in the stack
can adversely affect the performance of gas sensors in the stack. A hydraulic model of the
ventilation exhaust system has been developed. This model predicts the properties of the
air throughout the system and the flowrate through the system, as functions of the tank gas
space and environmental conditions. The ventilation exhaust fans are single speed, and the
system flowrate is controlled by butterfly valves on the suction sides of the fans. Only one
of the fans is used at a time, and the position of the butterfly valve is an input variable in the
model.

The computer program TNKVNT is the numerical model of the Tank 48 purge ventilation
system. TNKVNT is a Fortran code. This document serves as a Software Design Report,
a Software Coding Report, and a User's Manual. All of the information required for
understanding and using this code is herein contained: the governing equations are fully
developed, the numerical algorithms are described in detail, and an extensively commented
code listing is included. The code described in this revision of the document is
significantly different than the code described in revision 0. That version of the code
modelled the ventilation exhaust up to the HEPA filters, and the flowrate was a user input.
That version was designed explicitly to determine the relative humidity of the air entering
the HEPA filter. This updated version of the code models the entire purge ventilation
system, and is therefore more general in its potential applications.

Problem Description

Originally, FTP Tanks 48 and 49 were equipped with the same ventilation systems as the
other Type III-A waste tanks. These systems were designed to remove hydrogen, that
formed as a result of the radiolytic decomposition of water, from the gas space. Inthe FTP
tanks, there is the additional requirement that the benzene concentration in the gas space be
kept below the lower flammability limit. This was accomplished by increasing the capacity
of the ventilation exhaust fans, and injecting nitrogen into the tank gas spaces. The
increased flowrates through the purge/ventilation exhaust systems required that the sizes of
the demisters be increased and that the condensers be converted from two-pass to single-
pass. The condenser modifications were necessitated by the fact that gas was being sucked
out of the tanks through the condenser condensate drain lines. The condensers were
converted to single-pass condensers by removing dividing baffles in the inlet and outlet
plenums. This doubled the flow areas of the condensers and decreased the flowwise
pressure drops. The steam reheaters and HEPA filters were not modified. Figure 1 is a
cross section view of Tank 48 that shows the purge/ventilation exhaust system. Not
shown are the numerous vertical cooling coils and the mixing pumps in the tank. The
liquid level, and therefore the gas space volume, will change greatly with time during the
operation of FTP.



There are concerns about potential pluggage of the HEPA filters due to excessive moisture
in the purge/ventilation exhaust flow of Tank 48, and there are no calculations or models
that predict the performance of the system with the modified condenser. Acceptable system
performance, with respect to the relative humidity of the air flowing through the HEPA
filters, under worst case and normal operating conditions must be verified. TNKVNT is a
model of the Tank 48 purge/ventilation system that was developed to satisfy this
requirement.

Steam
Reheater

HEPA
Filters

Purge Exhaust

Tank Purge Inlet

4' Roof

Purge Exhaust

Primary
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Secondary
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Air
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/ •

33'
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Figure 1: Cross sectional view of FTP Waste Tank 48

There are also concerns about condensation occurring in the stack. This is unacceptable
because of adverse affects on sensors that sample the flow. TNKVNT can be used to
predict conditions that will result in condensation in the stack, and it can also be used to test
the effectiveness of various measures to prevent the occurrence of condensation in the
stack, such as insulation of the ducts and the stack.

Figure 2 is a schematic of the Tank 48 purge/ventilation exhaust system from the tank
exhaust to the steam reheater outlet, and figure 3 is a schematic of the system from the
reheater to the stack discharge to the environment. Between the tank gas space and the
HEPA filters, there are three components in the ventilation exhaust system: the demister,
the condenser, and the reheater. The purpose of the demister is to remove entrained liquid
drops from the flow. Since the presence of entrained drops is not considered in this model,
the demister simply represents a hydraulic resistance to the flow. The condenser is a tube
and shell counterflow heat exchanger. The air/water vapor mixture flows vertically



downward through the tubes, and the coolant water flows over the outside of the tubes.
The condenser both cools the air and condenses out water vapor, once the air is cooled to
the saturation point. If condensation occurs, the humidity ratio of the air is reduced, and
the air leaves the condenser as a saturated mixture of air and water vapor. The reheater is a
cross-flow heat exchanger, with steam flowing through finned tubes, and the air flowing
across the tubes. The heat transfer is primarily due to condensation of the steam. Heating
the air lowers the relative humidity, and the air leaving the reheater goes directly to the
HEPA filters.

Demister

J

Coolant
Water

Condenser

Coolant
Water

I
Tankr

Saturated
Steam @ 25 psig

Reheater

Condensate

Air/Water Vapor
to HEPA Filters

Condensate

Air/Water Vapor
Mixture in Tank

Figure 2: Schematic of the Tank 48 purge/ventilation exhaust system from the tank
to the HEPA filters

There are two HEPA filters and two fans in the ventilation exhaust system. The HEPA
filters and fans are used one at a time. Butterfly valves on the suction sides of the fans
control the flow through the fans. The HEPA filter and fan not in use are valved off with
valves on both the supply and discharge sides. These valves are not shown in figure 3.
The fans discharge into a tall ten inch diameter stack with a seven inch nozzle at the top.
There is also a rain deflector at the top of the stack, that is not shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: Schematic of the Tank 48 purge/ventilation exhaust system from the
reheater exhaust to the stack exhaust



There is a wall that surrounds the ventilation exhaust system, from the demister through the
HEPA filters, and protects it from the wind. Heat transfer from the external surfaces of
this section of the system to the environment is assumed to be by natural convection. The
section of the system downstream of the "Y" junction on the discharge side of the HEPA
filters is exposed to the wind, and heat losses from the external surfaces are handled with
appropriate forced convection correlations.



Model Description

The ventilation system model is a one-dimensional steady-state numerical model of the
system from the waste tank gas space to the stack discharge to the environment. The gas is
assumed to be an air/water vapor mixture. Mechanical energy equations and, where
appropriate, thermal energy equations for the pipe sections and the various components,
except the condenser, are solved sequentially. Except for the condenser, the flow is
assumed to be incompressible. This is a common assumption in the modelling of
ventilation systems, and it is reasonable when the Mach number is much less than one.
Irreversible loss coefficients for the demister, reheater, and the butter-fly valves are based
on manufacturers flow versus pressure drop data. The fan supply curves are also based on
manufacturers data. The functional form of the overall heat transfer coefficient for the
reheater is assumed to be a power law of the Reynolds number. Two manufacturers data
points are used to calculate the power law exponent and the proportionality constant. The
HEPA filter loss coefficients were determined by matching predicted system flowrates with
historical operating data.

The condenser requires more complicated modelling than the rest of the system. A one-
dimensional finite difference model of a single tube approximates the behavior of the
condenser. Film condensation is assumed to take place from the onset of the condensation
process, and the analogy between heat and mass transfer is used to calculate values for the
mass transfer coefficient. The condensation process is assumed to be a quasi-equilibrium
process, and equations for equilibrium thermodynamics are used.

Independent variables in the model are:

1. temperature, pressure, and relative humidity of the air leaving the tank

2. wind velocity and temperature

3. entering temperature and flow rate of the condenser coolant flow

The model output is the temperature, pressure, and relative humidity of the air at various
points in the system, and the required mass flowrate of saturated steam to the reheater. The
model also predicts if condensation will occur in the stack..

The presence of dry nitrogen in the tank gas space is neglected in this model, and the gas in
the tank is assumed to be a binary mixture of dry air and water vapor. This simplifies the
evaluation of gas mixture properties. The percent differences in properties of dry air and
nitrogen at 300 K, relative to nitrogen, are shown below. With the exception of viscosity,
the differences are negligible. Viscosity is used in the calculation of frictional pressure
drops in the pipes and the condenser tubes, and these pressure drops are small for the
flows of low velocity gases.

ACpair_N2=-3A%

Aka,r_Ni=0.2%

APvair_Ni=-0.1%

ARair_N=-33%

The air/water vapor mixture is assumed to be a mixture of ideal gases, and the Dalton
model, partial pressures, is used to evaluate mixture properties. The property relations are
described in detail in appendix A.
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Figure 4 is a schematic of the ventilation system from the tank to the outlet side of the
demister housing that shows dimensions. The mechanical energy equation is used to
evaluate the pressure drop along this section of the ventilation system, and equation 1 is the
specific equation. This flow is assumed to be incompressible, and since there is no heat
transfer, the flow is also isothermal. The irreversible losses are due to both frictional and
form losses. Darcy friction factors are used to calculate frictional pressure drops, and loss
coefficients are used to calculate form losses. The last two terms inside of the square
brackets in equation 1 account for the form loss of the demister. The loss coefficient is a
linear function of the gas velocity through the demister. This linear relation was developed
from manufacturer's data. The development of the demister form loss coefficient, as well
as the other loss coefficients and the mechanical energy equation, is described in detail in
appendix B.

23.5"

Demister
(area=2.29 ft2)

Figure 4: Schematic of the purge/ventilation exhaust system from the tank gas space
to the demister outlet

1 1
D)

(1)

Figure 5 is a schematic of the ventilation exhaust system from the outlet section of the
demister housing to the inlet plenum of the condenser. Equation 2 is the mechanical energy
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equation for this section of the ventilation exhaust system. The irreversible pressure drop
is due to: the contraction going from the demister housing to the six inch pipe, the
expansion going from the six inch pipe to the inlet plenum of the condenser, the four 90°
elbows, and the frictional pressure drop in the six inch line. The elbow loss coefficient
accounts for the losses in all four of the 90° long radius elbows. Specific values for the
loss coefficients are found in appendix B.

Condenser

Demister

2' 6.5"

2' 8.5" Top View

.6" Condenser

3'

Demister

Side View

Figure 5: Schematic of the purge/ventilation exhaust system from the demister outlet
to the condenser inlet plenum

3 = P2-pgAz
2

fL
(2)

Equation 3 is the thermal energy equation for the section between the demister and the
condenser. The derivation of this equation is described in appendix B. Equations 4 and 5
are relations for the inner and outer convection heat transfer coefficients for the flow. The
flow through the demister is assumed to be isothermal, so the temperature at point 2 is the

12



tank gas space temperature. Equation 3 is used to calculate the temperature drop in this
section of the ventilation system, and then fluid properties are evaluated at the axial mean
temperature. These property values are then used in equation 2 to calculate the pressure
drop.

where

, = Tf+(T2-Tf)e
mCpR (3)

*=_L+ilnk L-

= 023—Re-8Pr* (4)

I
h = 1.32

T —T
- ^ "

A,
(5)

Figure 6 is a schematic of the condenser. The air/water vapor mixture flows vertically
downward through the tubes, and the cooling water flows in the opposite direction on the
outside of the tubes. Eighteen baffles ensure that the coolant flows over the tubes primarily
in cross-flow. The tubes are staggered on one inch centers.

The performance of the condenser is modelled by the flow through a single tube. The flow
in all of the tubes is assumed to be the same. In general, the air/water vapor mixture will
not enter the condenser saturated, and there will be a region of tube in which the air is
sensibly cooled to the saturation point. Thereafter condensation will occur. The tube is
divided into two distinct regions, the saturation length and the condensation region. The
governing equations for these two regions are derived and discussed in detail in appendix
C. The saturation length is calculated first, and then a finite-difference model of the
remaining tube length is used to model the condensation process. The coolant water heats
up as it passes through the condenser, and this is a function of the rate at which the air is
cooled and water vapor is condensed. The coupled problem of the heating of the coolant
flow is solved iteratively. For the first iteration, the coolant flow is assumed to be constant
at the inlet temperature, and the cooling and condensing of the air/water vapor mixture in a
tube is solved for. The rate of heat transfer from the air flow in the tube is used to calculate
the coolant water temperature rise, and the axial temperature distribution of the coolant
water is assumed to be linear. The process is repeated until convergence of the cooling and
condensation of the air/water vapor mixture occurs. Three iterations are generally required.

13
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Figure 6: Schematic of the condenser

The governing equations for the saturation length region are: the thermal energy equation,
the mechanical energy equation, and an equation of state for saturated water vapor. The
equation of state can be substituted into the other two equations, resulting in two
simultaneous equations to be solved. Equations 6 and 7 are the thermal energy equation
and the mechanical energy equation respectively for the saturation length, and these two
equations are solved for the saturation pressure of the water vapor and the length of the
saturation region. Newton's method, (Conte & de Boor, 1972), is used to iteratively solve
the two simultaneous equations. Once the saturation pressure and saturation length are
determined, the mixture pressure and the saturation temperature are determined with
equations 8 and 9 respectively. Equation 8 is the relation for the pressure of a saturated
air/water vapor mixture as a function of the humidity ratio, and equation 9 is the equation of
state for a saturated air/water vapor mixture.

nr*
cool

_ r )
in 1 cooir

AZ» (6)
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where:

rfr k r,. rohc

.622Psat

CO

T — a,

T (7)

(8)

(9)

After the air/water vapor mixture is saturated, condensation occurs over the rest of the
length of the tube. Film condensation is assumed to occur from the inception of
condensation as opposed to considering a region of dropwise condensation. This
assumption is conservative in that higher heat transfer rates and condensation rates occur
with dropwise condensation. Dropwise condensation is difficult to maintain with water
vapor, and therefore the assumption of filmwise condensation is recommended, (Ozisik,
1985). The assumption of film condensation also makes the analysis considerably more
tractable.

The condensing length of the tube is divided axially into ten sections of equal length, and a
finite-difference model is used to analyze the condensing flow. Equations 10 through 14
are five simultaneous equations that govern the flow and condensation in an incremental
control volume of length Az. Equation 10 is the First Law of Thermodynamics or the
energy equation. Equation 11 is the mass transfer equation for condensation at the surface
of the condensate film. The Colburn analogy between heat and mass transfer is used in this
equation (Ozisik, 1985). Equation 12 is the equation for a laminar falling film with shear
stress applied at the liquid/gas interface, and it predicts the film thickness as a function of
the condensate flowrate. Equation 13 is the momentum equation, and equation 14 is the
continuity equation for axial flow of the air/water vapor mixture. The equation of state for
a saturated air/water vapor mixture has been substituted into equations 13 and 14. This
ensures that the water vapor remains saturated during the condensation process. These
equations are solved for: the temperature and velocity of the water vapor mixture leaving
the control volume, the temperature at the liquid/gas interface, the radial condensation mass
flowrate, and the condensate film thickness. These five simultaneous non-linear algebraic
equations are solved iteratively by Newton's method, (Conte & de Boor, 1972). LU
decomposition, (Press et al., 1989), is used to solve the set of linear equations that consist
of the Jacobian matrix and the dependent variable updates. A marching process is used to
sequentially solve the five simultaneous equations for the incremental control volumes.

(maCPa + mVinCpv)(Tin - Tout) + mchfg = -r—^-
1 1 1 R-S

- T,cool (10)

27tk,Az 2xkwAz hc2ju(R +Aw)Az
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2e T-

T +T
x m out

T.
(11)

m, + —
'* 2

(12)

(13)

(*" S)(Vm - vj +PgAzx(R- 8f

2a,

(14)

After equations 10 through 14 have been solved simultaneously for an incremental control
volume, equations 15 and 16 are solved for the outlet pressure and humidity ratio:

• + e (15)

®ou< =

•622PMf

\*out sat)

(16)

An expansion occurs as the air/water vapor mixture flows from the tubes into the outlet
plenum. Equation 17 is the mechanical energy equation for this process. The temperature
and humidity ratio remain constant for this expansion.

PA = + - (l + (17)

The next section of the ventilation system to be considered is the section from the
condenser outlet plenum to the discharge side of the steam reheater. Figure 7 is a schematic
of this section. The reheater is a cross-flow heat exchanger with the air flowing across
finned tubes. Steam flows through the tubes, and the heat transfer is primarily due to
condensation of steam inside of the tubes. This is an isobaric and therefore isothermal
process. If the steam flow to the reheater is throttled, the pressure drop will occur across
the throttle valve, and the temperature of the steam in the heater tubes will be the saturation
temperature of steam at the pressure on the downstream side of the throttle valve. The hot
side of the reheater is always assumed to be isothermal at the steam saturation temperature.
This assumption considerably simplifies the analysis of the performance of the reheater,
and it is certainly consistent with the manner in which the reheater was designed to operate.

16
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Figure 7: Schematic of the steam reheater

The overall heat transfer coefficient of the reheater is assumed to have a power law
dependence on the Reynolds number of the air flowing across the finned tubes. The
resultant thermal energy equation for the air flow is equation 18, which is derived in
appendix B. The values for the proportionality coefficient and the power law exponent
were calculated from two reheater operating points.

(18)-Tin) = Cm" ̂  s % V ' ~

In
(T,-Th)

where: C = 134.2513:

n=4136
K

Equation 18 is solved iteratively, by Newton's method, for the temperature of the air being
discharged by the reheater. Once the air flow temperature rise across the reheater is
calculated, the required flowrate of steam can be calculated, if it is assumed that all the
steam is condensed and all of the heat transfer is due to condensation of the steam.
Equation 19 predicts the required steam mass flowrate. This is the minimum required
steam flowrate to satisfy the criterion that the hot side of the heat exchanger is isothermal at
the steam saturation temperature. Increasing the flowrate will not change the heat transfer
rate to the air, but will only increase the quality of the exhaust steam. If the steam flowrate
is throttled below this amount, the steam pressure will be reduced across the throttle valve,
and the heat transfer rate will be reduced because the steam saturation temperature is
reduced.

= mCp(Tout-Tin) = Q (19)

17



Equation 20 is the mechanical energy equation for the flow from the condenser outlet
plenum into the six inch pipe that leads to the reheater. The density in this equation is the
density of the air/water vapor mixture in the condenser outlet plenum. Equation 21
calculates the pressure drop across the reheater. The loss coefficient was evaluated from
operating data, appendix B. The density in this equation is calculated at the mean
temperature of the air flowing through the reheater.

(20)

(21)
V2

One of the desired outputs of this model is the relative humidity of the air/water vapor
mixture going to the HEPA filters. This is the relative humidity of the air leaving the
reheater, and this is calculated with equation 22.

(22)

Figure 8 is a schematic of the ventilation exhaust system from the reheater to the fans. The
section from point 5 to point 6 contains two HEPA filters, only one of which is used at a
time. The section from point 6 to point 7 carries the flow from the HEPA filter to the fan.
There are two exhaust fans, but only one is used at a time. Cut-off valves that are not
shown in figure 8 are used to isolate the idle fan. Butterfly valves on the suction side of the
fans control the flowrate through the system. These valves are designed to be operated
automatically, but they are generally operated manually.

cut-off valves

Figure 8: Schematic of the purge/ventilation exhaust system from the reheater to the
fans

Equation 23 is the thermal energy equation for the flow between points 5 and 6, and
equations 24 and 25 are expressions for the convection heat transfer coefficients. The
mode of heat transfer from the outside of the duct is assumed to be natural convection,
because a wall shields the duct from the wind. Once the temperature drop along this

18



section of the system is calculated, the fluid properties are evaluated at the axial mean
temperature, and equation 26 is used to calculate the pressure drop. There are four 90°
elbows, four 45° elbows, not shown in figure 8, two cut-off valves, and a HEPA filter in
this section of the system. The specific values of the loss coefficients are found in
appendix B.

2K

where

= Tf+(T5-Tf)e
 m

r-h, k r

CpR (23)

h, =.023—Re8Pr*
D.

(24)

(T -T
h =1.32-22 L (25)

K HEPA D
(26)

Equation 27 is the thermal energy equation for the section between points 6 and 7, and
equations 28 and 29 are the relations for the inner and outer convection heat transfer
coefficients respectively. The duct in this section of the system is not shielded from the
wind, so the heat transfer coefficient for the outside of the duct is that for a cylinder in
cross-flow, (Ozisik, 1985). Equation 30 is the form of the mechanical energy equation that
is used to calculate the pressure drop. The butterfly valve loss coefficient is a function of
the valve closure angle. This relation is equation b35 in appendix B.

where
T7=Tf+(T6-Tf)e riiCpR (27)

rh k U J roho

h =.023—Re8PrM

D

u k

(28)

(29)

(30)
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The next section of the ventilation system to be considered includes the exhaust fan. Figure
9 is a schematic of a fan that shows points 7 and 8, the end points of this section. The flow
through the fan is assumed to be isothermal, so only the pressure change is calculated.
Equation 31 is the mechanical energy equation for flow through the fan. The fan pressure
increase is a function of the flowrate, and this is evaluated from the fan supply curve. The
supply curve is figure B13 in appendix B, and equation b38 is used to evaluate the fan
pressure rise.

I Flow out

Flow in

6"

2.125'

Figure 9: Schematic of a ventilation exhaust fan

n _ z > ,PQ2( 1 1 'ir-TTl + AP^-pgAz (31)

The last section of the ventilation exhaust system is the stack, shown in figure 10. The
stack is a seventy-five foot tall vertical steel tube with a diameter of ten inches. There is a
seven-inch nozzle at the top, through which the ventilation system exhausts to the
atmosphere. The temperature drop in the stack is calculated with the assumption that only
sensible cooling of the air/water vapor mixture occurs. The exit temperature is calculated
with equation 32. The stack is exposed to the wind, so it is treated as a cylinder in cross-
flow when evaluating the external convection heat transfer coefficient. The inner and outer
heat transfer coefficients are defined by equations 28 and 29 respectively.

-Tf>
"lCpR (32)

where

20
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Figure 10: Schematic of the ventilation exhaust system stack

The exit pressure is calculated with the mechanical energy equation, equation 33. The
physical properties of the air/water vapor mixture, that are used in equation 33, are
evaluated at the axial mean temperature in the stack. To determine if condensation occurs in
the stack, the exit temperature is compared with the saturation temperature. If the exit
temperature is less than the saturation temperature, condensation occurs in the stack, and if
the exit temperature is greater than the saturation temperature, no condensation occurs. The
exit vapor pressure is evaluated with equation 34. The humidity ratio is assumed to remain
constant over the length of the stack, and therefore no condensation occurs. The saturation
temperature at the exit vapor pressure is calculated with equation 35. If the exit temperature
is greater than the saturation temperature, no condensation occurs in the stack, and the exit
temperature and pressure are correctly calculated with equations 32 and 33. This is the
justification for considering only sensible cooling in equation 32. If condensation occurs in
the stack, the exit temperature and pressure are calculated erroneously, but the pressure
error will be small, if only a small amount of the water vapor is condensed. This is
important because the difference between the exit pressure and atmospheric pressure is the
convergence error for the iterative procedure for evaluating the ventilation system flowrate.

pa =
1

Ao-
Ik
D 4 (33)

p., =
CD9P9

coa+.622
(34)

T = a, (35)
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The flowrate through the ventilation exhaust system is not known, and it is not a free
parameter. The flowrate is determined by the intersection of the system demand curve and
the exhaust fan supply curve. The two boundary pressures for the system are fixed, the
tank pressure and atmospheric pressure at the exit, and the problem is to determine the
flowrate that simultaneously satisfies the various mechanical and thermal energy equations
for the various sections of the system, and the pressure boundary conditions. Newton's
method is used to iteratively solve for the flowrate. The system pressure drop can be
represented by the following non-linear equation:

also

Pa!m=Pm-pgAz-pKQ2

(36)

(37)

Substituting equation 37 into equation 36, results in a function for the convergence error,
equation 38. The change in flowrate can be expressed in terms of the convergence error
and the derivative of the convergence error with respect to the flowrate, equation 39. This
change in the flowrate is used to update the flowrate, equation 40. The updated value of
the flowrate is used to solve for the exit pressure, and the procedure is repeated until the
convergence criteria is satisfied. The convergence criterion is 0.1 Pascal.

/ = /»«* " P,n + PgAz + pKQ2 = Pexit - Pam

Jnew Sold _ "J

AQ dQ
= — & J new •:AQ =_ fold

'dQ

(38)

(39)

(40)
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Program Architecture

The model of the waste tank purge ventilation system for tank 48 is the computer code
TNKVNT. This is a Fortran program with thirteen subroutines. The main program is
TNKVNT, and the subroutines and their function are:

Subroutine Function

COND Models the flow through the condenser.

CONV Calculates the radial thermal resistance for forced convection
flow across a pipe.

FILMC1 Calculates the flow in the first incremental control volume
of the condensing region finite-difference model.

FILMC2 Calculates the flow in the subsequent incremental control
volumes of the condensing region finite-difference model.

FRICT Calculates the Darcy friction factor for flow through a
conduit.

HX Calculates the temperature rise of the air flowing through
the reheater, and the required flowrate of steam.

LUBKSB Solves a set of linear algebraic equations. It uses the LU
decomposition of the matrix from LUDCMP.

LUDCMP Replaces a matrix in a set of linear equations with its LU
decomposition. This transformed matrix is used by
LUDCMP to solve the set of linear equations.

NACONV Calculates the axial temperature drop for flow through a

horizontal pipe subject to natural convection on the outside.

PROP Calculates properties of an air/water vapor mixture.

SATLTH Calculates the saturation length in the condenser.

VLVLOS Calculates the form loss coefficient for the butter-fly valve.
VNTFLW This is the main subroutine. It calculates the pressure drop in the

ventilation system, as a function of the assumed flowrate.

Figures 11 and 12 are flowcharts of the code. Figure 11 is a flowchart of the program,
TNKVNT, and the main subroutine, VNTFLW. Figure 12 is a flowchart of the condenser
section of the code, subroutine COND. Appendix D is a code listing of TNKVNT and the
subroutines. The code inputs are: the tank gas space temperature, pressure, and relative
humidity, the outside air temperature and the wind velocity, the condenser cooling water
flowrate and inlet temperature, and the butter-fly valve closure angle. The last input is the
rain chill factor. This is a multiplier for the duct outside heat transfer coefficients, and it is
used to simulate the influence of rain on ventilation system. The main subroutine,
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VNTFLW, sequentially calculates the temperature and pressure drops along each section of
the ventilation exhaust system, for an assumed flowrate. Newton's method, (Conte & de
Boor, 1972), is used to iteratively solve for the flowrate through the system. Once the
flowrate has been determined, the temperatures, pressures, and relative humidities at the
numbered end points of each section of the ventilation system, described in the previous
section of this code manual, are calculated and printed as output. Whether condensation
occurs in the system is determined, and this is also printed in the output.

The pressure, temperature, humidity ratio, and flowrate in the condenser inlet plenum are
variables that are used to call the condenser subroutine, COND. The condenser is divided
into two regions, the saturation region where only sensible cooling of the air/water vapor
occurs, and the condensation region. The flows in these two regions are calculated
sequentially. The temperature distribution of the cooling water is assumed during this
process and updated at the end. The axial marching procedure is repeated three times, to
insure that the temperature distribution of the cooling water has converged. If the
saturation temperature is less than the cooling water inlet temperature or the saturation
length is greater than the tube length, condensation will not occur. In this case the sensible
cooling of the air/water vapor is calculated. Subroutine COND returns the pressure,
temperature, humidity ratio, and the flowrate in the condenser outlet plenum to the main
subroutine, VNTFLW.
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Start

Input: tank temperature, pressure, relative humidity
condenser cooling water flowrate and inlet
temperature, wind velocity and temperature,
rain coefficient multiplier, and butter-fly valve
angle

enter "vntflw" with an assumed flowrate and *
calculate the exit pressure:

f=Pin-Patm-KQ2

perturb the assumed flowrate and
calculate:

df/dQ

error=abs(Patm-Pexjt)

yes

flowrate has converged, use this
value in "vntflw" to calculate the
final flow conditions in the system

Determine if condensation occurs
and print output

( Stop )

Figure 11: Flowchart for the main program, TNKVNT
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enter "cond" with
P,T,C0, Q in condenser
inlet plenum

calculate ze'sat
(subroutine satlth)

condensation region
(subroutines filmcl & filmc2)

calculate Tcoolan t ou t

no condensation,
calculate AP & AT

Figure 12: Flowchart for the condenser part of the code
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User Guide

TNKVNT is designed to be run interactively. Input parameters are entered at the terminal
in response to inquires by the computer. The computer will first ask for the tank gas space
temperature, and the user will enter that input. The computer will then ask for the tank gas
space pressure, and the user will again respond. As each input parameter is entered, the
computer will step to the next inquiry. When the code is finished running, output will be
displayed on the screen. Figure 13 shows the appearance of the terminal screen after
TNKVNT is run. Note that the relative humidity of the tank air is entered as a decimal
rather than a percent. The valve close angle is the position of the butter-fly valve on the

tank air temperature (deg F)?
110.0
tank air pressure (psia)?
14.68
tank air relative humidity?
.9
condenser cooling water flowrate (gpm)?

40.0
condenser cooling water inlet temperature (deg F)?
65.0
wind velocity (mph)?
10.0
wind temperature (deg F)?
50.0
butter-fly valve close angle (deg)?
50.0
rain chill factor?
1.0

position/temperature (K)/pressure (Pa)/rel. humidity
**************************************************

tank:
point 2:
point 3:
point 4:
point 5:
point 6:
point 7:
point 8:
point 9:

316.483368
316.483368
315.536377
300.265625
325.321106
323.814423
318.487335
318.487335
303.093079

101215.031
101120.086
100897.375
100860.031
100689.805
98516.0625
93820.9531
101620.188
101299.977

0.899999976
0.899155736
0.942792475
1.00020194
0.261075258
0.275278777
0.343468845
0.372021019
0.853910446

ventilation exhaust flowrate = 558.779724 cfm
exit saturation temperature = 300.344 K
**************************************************

NO CONDENSATION

Figure 13: Terminal display for TNKVNT
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suction side of the ventilation exhaust fan. This throttle valve controls the volume flowrate
of air through the system. The range of operation of the valve is 0 to 70 degrees. Figure
Bl 1 is a plot of the valve loss coefficient as a function of the closure angle. Note that the
valve performance is non-linear. The ventilation exhaust system normally operates in the
flowrate range of 500 to 700 cfm. The rain chill factor is a multiplier for the outside
convection heat transfer coefficients of the ducts, to simulate the effect of rain on the heat
transfer. If there is no rain, a value of 1.0 is used, and a bounding value of 100 is
suggested for modelling the effect of rain. Figure 14 shows the effect of the rain chill
factor value on the stack exit temperature, for the input parameters shown in figure 13. The
case where the external surfaces of the ducts are subjected to a constant wall temperature
boundary condition at the surrounding air temperature is approached asymptotically, and a
rain chill factor of 100 is close to this case.

290

10 10

Rain Chill Factor

Figure 14: Stack exit temperature as a function of the rain chill factor, (rcf)

If the steam going to the reheater is throttled, the pressure of the condensing steam will be
less than the 25 psig of the supply steam, and the saturation temperature and latent heat of
steam at the throttled pressure must be used. This is done by using the appropriate values
in subroutine HX. Figure 15 shows the section of the subroutine where these parameters
are specified. Steam pressures from 5 to 25 psig can be used, and the values used are
uncommented while the rest are commented out. In figure 15, the saturation temperature
and latent heat of steam at 25 psig is used. The throttled pressure is a user input that must
be determined separately.
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c The steam supply pressure is 25 psig. If the supply steam flow
c is throttled, the steam pressure in the reheater will be reduced.

c
c
c
c
c

c steam pressure 25 psig
ts=403.59
hfgstm=2.17087e6
****************

steam pressure 20 psig
ts=399.14
hfgstm=2.18372e6

************************
c steam pressure 15 psigp

ts=394.1
hfgstm=2.19797e6

c steam pressure 10 psigp
ts=388.37
hfgstm=2.214079e6

***********************
steam pressure 5 psig

ts=381.57
hfgstm=2.23281e6

***********************
Figure 15: The section of subroutine HX where the steam saturation temperature and

latent are specified

The effect of insulating the ducts can easily be modelled by changing the wall thickness and
thermal conductivity in subroutine VNTFLW. The normal values for uninsulated ducts are
0.00127 m and 50.0 W/m-K respectively. Figure 16 shows the section of VNTFLW
where the duct wall thickness and thermal conductivity are specified.

This is where the code is modified to investigate the effect of
insulating the ducts.

tinsul
zkwall

Normal values:

tinsul=.00127
zkwall=50.0

Insulated wall values:

tinsul=.0254
zkwall=.03

duct wall and insulation thickness (m)
thermal conductivity (W/m-K)

Figure 16: The section of subroutine VNTFLW where the duct insulation
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thickness and thermal conductivity are specified

The code generates two output files, tnk48-vent.dat and tnk48-cond.dat. tnk48-vent.dat
lists the input parameters and then lists the temperatures, pressures, and relative humidities
at the numbered points in the ventilation exhaust system. The volume flowrate of air/water
vapor exhausted from the tank and the ventilation system exit saturation temperature are
also listed, tnk48-vent.dat lists the same information that is presented on the terminal
screen at the completion of execution. Output file tnk48-cond.dat presents results on the
performance of the condenser. Examples of the two output files are shown below. The
units in the output files are SI unless indicated otherwise.

Example of tnk48-vent.dat:
********* INPUT- *********
tank temperature = 110.000000 deg F
tank pressure = 14.6800003 psia
tank relative humidity = 0.899999976
condenser cooling water flowrate = 40.0000000 gpm
condenser cooling water temperature = 65.0000000 deg F
wind velocity = 10.0000000 mph
wind temperature = 50.0000000 deg F
valve close angle = 50.0000 degrees
rain chill factor = 1.00000

**************************************************
********* OUTPUT' *********
**************************************************
position/temperature (K)/pressure (Pa)/rel. humidity

**************************************************

tank:
point 2:
point 3:
point 4:
point 5:
point 6:
point 7:
point 8:
point 9:

316.483368
316.483368
315.536377
300.265625
325.321106
323.814423
318.487335
318.487335
303.093079

101215.031
101120.086
100897.375
100860.031
100689.805
98516.0625
93820.9531
101620.188
101299.977

0.899999976
0.899155736
0.942792475
1.00020194
0.261075258
0.275278777
0.343468845
0.372021019
0.853910446

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ventilation exhaust flowrate = 558.779724 cfrn
exit saturation temperature = 300.344 K

**************************************************

NO CONDENSATION
**************************************************

Example of tnk48-cond.dat:
***** CONDENSER *****
ppin: ttin: qqin: relh:

100897.38 315.53638 0.26375329 0.94279248
inlet plenum
properties

zsat: psat: tsat: pres:
0.30202355E-01 7790.3330 314.41608 100882.33

zz: tout: pout: delout:

saturation
length region

condensation
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0.17958212 312.63654 100879.66 0.19710811E-04
cndrot: ti: flvout: flwlot:

0.47277917E-05 294.04742 0.43935288E-04 0.47277917E-05

region

zz: tout: pout: delout:
0.32896188 310.93262 100877.03 0.29733545E-04

cndrot: ti: flvout: flwlot:
0.41117605E-05 293.79785 0.39823528E-04 0.88395518E-05

zz: tout: pout: delout:
0.47834164 309.30942 100874.48 0.35286710E-04

cndrot: ti: flvout: flwlot:
0.35740700E-05 293.53784 0.36249457E-04 0.12413622E-04

zz: tout: pout: delout:
0.62772143 307.76959 100871.98 0.39135262E-04

cndrot: ti: flvout: flwlot:
0.31078985E-05 293.27759 0.33141558E-04 0.15521520E-04

zz: tout: pout: delout:
0.77710116 306.31400 100869.51 0.4202803 8E-04

cndrot: ti: flvout: flwlot:
0.27054764E-05 293.01962 0.30436082E-04 0.18226996E-04

zz: tout: pout: delout:
0.92648089 304.94250 100867.08 0.44299308E-04

cndrot: ti: flvout: flwlot:
0.23583414E-05 292.76468 0.28077740E-04 O.2O585338E-O4

zz: tout: pout: delout:
1.0758606 303.65399 100864.66 0.46132289E-04

cndrot: ti: flvout: flwlot:
0.20589544E-05 292.51300 0.26018786E-04 0.22644292E-04

zz: tout: pout: delout:
1.2252403 302.44675 100862.30 0.47640075E-04

cndrot: ti: flvout: flwlot:
0.18006748E-05 292.26443 0.24218112E-04 0.24444966E-04

zz: tout: pout: delout:
1.3746201 301.31827 100859.95 0.48898124E-04

cndrot: ti: flvout: flwlot:
0.15778315E-05 292.01877 0.22640281E-04 0.26022797E-04

zz: tout: pout: delout:
1.5239998 300.26562 100857.66 0.49959595E-04

cndrot: ti: flvout: flwlot:
0.13854699E-05 291.77576 0.21254811E-04 0.27408267E-04

tcout= 293.746735 cooling water
temperature
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Verification and Validation

To verify the correct operation of TNKVNT, code results were compared with hand
calculations, and small test programs were written to test the operation of some of the
subroutines. These tests are intended to demonstrate that the code works as intended, in
accordance with the models and algorithms described in this document.

The first subroutine tested is PROP which calculates the mixture properties of an air/water
vapor mixture. Inputs for the subroutine are the temperature, pressure, and humidity ratio.
The properties of an air/water vapor mixture with a temperature of 305 K, a pressure of
100,000 Pa, and a relative humidity of 0.8 are calculated by hand, and the results are
compared with the results of the subroutine. To calculate the humidity ratio from the
relative humidity, the saturation pressure of the water vapor must be determined, equation
41. The humidity ratio is calculated with equation 42. The mixture gas constant is
calculated with equation 43, and this result is used in the ideal gas relation to calculate the
density, equation 44. Equations 45 through 48 are used to calculate the viscosity, specific
heat, the thermal conductivity, and the Prandtl number. The properties for dry air were
calculated with the relations in appendix A.

Ps =
25.5943-

5229.89

CO =
.622 d>P

=4661.626 Pa

g- =.024094821

(41)

(42)

R =287.0

flair = 1.936x10

= 1.0543x10-5

= 461.5 kgK 1 + co
=29]]056

kgK

= — = 1.126288 kg/m3

RT 5

\pa-s
1 + 0)

=1.9152x10-5 Pa-s

^ = 1006.071] J

= 1886.98 ]kgK
CPa+coCpm =]026J965J_

1 + 0) kgK0)

kair = 02662571
)km =.021966 )mK

Prmr =.7067651

Pr =.92 |

1 + ft)

Pr =

W
mK

= .711782

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

The test program, TSTPRP, for the subroutine PROP is shown below, along with the
output. The five numbers in the output are respectively the density, viscosity, specific
heat, thermal conductivity, and the Prandtl number for the mixture. The agreement
between the hand calculations and the subroutine output is excellent.
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program tstprp
t=305.0
p=100000.0
w=.0240948
call prop(t,p,w,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
write (*,1000)rho,vis,cp,zk,pr
pause

1000 format (5gl4.7)
stop
end

Output of TSTPRP:

1.126288 0.1915186E-04 1026.797 0.2651604E-01 .711782

Subroutine FRICT calculates the Darcy friction factor for flow through a conduit. The
equation for the friction factor, as a function of the Reynolds number, is equation b5.
Inputs for FRICT are the Reynolds number, the hydraulic diameter, and the relative
roughness. Consider flows through a one inch diameter tube at Reynolds numbers of
2000, 3000, and 5000. The flows are respectively in the laminar, transition, and turbulent
regimes. The three friction factors are calculated in equations 49 through 51. The relative
roughness is .00187.

/ = —= 64

Re 2000
=.032

= c, c2(3000) + c3(3000)2 + c4(3000)3 = 0304618

(49)

(50)

where:

c, =0.23158

c2 =-2.0549 x 10~

c3= 6.6351 xlO~8

C =-6.7336x10"12

/ = 1.14-21og10 .00187 +
21.25

5000-9

-2

=.040096 (51)

The test program TSTFRC for the subroutine FRICT is shown below, along with the
output. The three numbers in the output are respectively the friction factors for Reynolds
numbers of 2000, 3000, and 5000. The agreement between the hand calculations and the
subroutine output is excellent.
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program tstfrc
dh=.O125
ed=.00187
re=2000.0
call frict(re,dh,ed,zf)
zfl=zf
re=3000.0
call frict(re,dh,ed,zf)
zf2=zf
re=5000.0
call frict(re,dh,ed,zf)
zf3=zf
write (*,1000)zfl,zf2,zf3
pause

1000 format (3gl6.8)
stop
end

Output of TSTFRC:

0.32000001E-01 0.30461803E-01 0.400964101

The test program TSTSLT for the subroutine SATLTH is shown along with the output.
SATLTH calculates the saturation length of the condenser. Since the subroutine employs
an iterative procedure to solve simultaneous equations, it is not practical to duplicate the
calculation by hand, instead hand calculations are used to demonstrate that the subroutine
results satisfy the appropriate equations. The inputs for SATLTH are: the air/water vapor
properties and flowrate in the condenser inlet plenum, the coolant water temperature, and
the convection heat transfer coefficient for the cooling water side of the condenser tube.
The four numbers in the output of TSTSLT are: the saturation length, the saturation
pressure and temperature, and the mixture pressure at the saturation length.

program tstslt
tin=310.0
pin=100000.0
qin=.3
w=.O35
tcool=290.0
hc=4445.703
call satlth(tin,pin,qin,w,tcool,he,zsat,psat,tsat,pr>
write (*,1000)zsat,psat,tsat,pres
pause

1000 format(lx,4gl6.8)
stop
end

Output of TSTSLT:

.10300152 5326.0830 307.38880 99978.164

SATLTH solves equations 6 and 7 simultaneously for the saturation length and the
saturation pressure. Equation 6 can be rearranged as an explicit expression for the
saturation length, equation 52.

1 [ T _ T
I_ln sat cool

sa'~ A T -T
H \ 2 i n L cool

(52)
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where: A = •

prfVC, + — ln —
r./i. A: r.

The values of appropriate parameters for equation 52 are shown below. The fluid
properties, the saturation temperature, and the vapor side heat transfer coefficient were
calculated by SATLTH. The comparison between the calculated and code values of the
saturation length are shown following the parameters for equation 52.

7^=310.0*:

7 ^ , = 290. OK

Tsat = 307.389^

r,. =. 007874m

r0 =. 009525m

V = 5.3110766™/
s)

p = 1.10133*5A

Cp = 1 0 3 6 . 0 6 6 ^ .

=4445

.. = 32.6415 w/ 2m2K

ZMf(cfl/)=.103000144/n

Zsat(code) =. 10300152m

The left side of equation 7 is an expression for the mixture pressure. Substituting this term
into equation 7 yields equation 53. Equation 53 is solved by hand calculation, and the
result is shown below, along with the additional saturation length parameters required by
the equation. Also shown is the value of the pressure returned by SATLTH.

D
YL
2

(53)

= 99918A646Pa

= 9991SA64Pa

Pin=\00000.0Pa

V =1.4776414™/

* « =-303

/ = 038496

The test program TSTFL1, for subroutine FELMC1, is shown below, along with the
output. FILMC1 calculates the flow in the incremental section of a condenser tube where
film condensation commences. This subroutine solves five simultaneous equations
iteratively, and is therefore not directly amenable to hand calculations. Hand calculations
instead are used to show that the subroutine satisfies conservation of mass for water,
follows the saturation curve, and correctly calculates the condensation rate and the
condensation film thickness.
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program tstfll
tin=307.3888
pin=99978.164
win=.O35
tc=290.0
flwair=.001109899
flwwv=.000038839
hc=4445.703
dz=.15
call filmcl(tin,pin,win,tc,flwair,fIwwv,he,dz,
& tout,pout,wout,delout,endrot,ti,flvout,flwl-
write(*,1000)tout,pout,wout,delout
write(*,1000)endrot,ti,flvout,flwlot

1000 format(Ix,4gl6.8)
pause
stop
end

Output of TSTFL1:

305.80792
0.34369440E-05

99974.273 0.31903363E-01 0 .16467300E-04
290.34260 0.35402060E-04 0 . 34369440E-05

The input and output parameters for a section of condenser tube with condensation just
commencing are shown below:

input

Tin= 307.3888A:

Pin= 99978. \64Pa

(O,n =.035

7 ^ = 2 9 0 . 0 *

mair=. 001109899 kg/s

ti = 000038839*2/

Az=.15m

Tout =305.80792^

pmt= 99974.273Pa

G>OM, =.03190336

5 = 0000164673m

m w =.0000034369*5/

7,. = 290.3426^

=.00003540206kg/m,

m, =.0000034369
"<J

^

Equation 54 is the continuity equation for water, and it is satisfied.

m = + mcmd = 000038838**/
m

(54)

Equation 55 calculates the outlet humidity ratio from the ratio of mass flowrates of water
vapor and dry air. This hand calculated result agrees with code result, which was
determined with equation 16 from the mixture and saturation pressures. The subroutine
correctly conserves mass and follows the saturation curve.

m = - ^ ^ = . 0 3 1 8 9 7
m,.

(55)

The condensation rate is calculated with equation 56, and the hand calculation agrees with
the subroutine result.
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•2K(R-d)Azi

2a.

2e

T.. + T. T:

k=. 021700052 m/

(56)

r= . 007874m

m , =.000003437'cond

Equation 57 is the relation for the film thickness. This is equation 12 with the inlet liquid
mass flowrate set to zero. Equation 57 is a third order polynomial. Rather than solve for
the roots, the subroutine value of the film thickness was substituted into the polynomial,
and it is clearly a root.

2PlgS3 + 3zS2- ^'mc"n" = 3.114 x 10-16

2np{r

A =1000.52%

7 = 1 4 9 9 9 6 6 ^ 2

(57)

The test program TSTFL2, for subroutine FILMC2, is shown below, along with the
output. FILMC2 calculates the flow in the incremental sections of the condenser tube, after
film condensation has commenced. This subroutine uses the same solution technique as
FILMC1, and the same procedure will be used to verify FILMC2 as was used on
FILMC1.

program tstfl2
tin=305.80792
pin=99974.273
win=.031903363
tcool=290.0
flwair=.001109899
flwwv=.00003540206
flwl=.000003436944
cndr=.000003436944
hc=4445.703
dz=.15
del=.0000164673
call filmc2(tin,pin,win,tcool,flwair,flwwv,flwl,cndr,

& he,dz,del,tout,pout,wout,delout,endrot,ti,flvout,flwl
write(*,1000)tout,pout,wout,delout
write(*,1000)endrot,ti,flvout,flwlot

1000 format(lx,4gl6.8)
pause
stop
end

Output of TSTFL2:

304.32110
0.29704530E-05

99970.453
290.31832

0.29227010E-01
0.32431610E-04

0.25236590E-04
0.64073970E-05

The input and output parameters for TSTFL2 are shown below:
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input-

Tm =305.80792^

p.n= 99974.213Pa

©.„ =.031903363

Tcool = 290.OK

kg/m . =.001109899

mwv =.00003540206^

m, =.000003436944
'in

mcmd =.000003436944

h =4445.703 W/ 2vrc /m K
Az=.15m

5; =.0000164673m

output

r0B, =304.321

pmt = 99970.

coml =.029227061

Sou! =. 00002523659m

mcond =.000002970453^

T- = 290.31832 £

m,,,, =00003243161^/

m,. =.000006407397
tIcfoia

^

^

Equation 58 is the continuity equation for liquid water, and it is satisfied. Equation 59 is
the continuity equation for water vapor, and it is also satisfied.

+ mllljin = 6.407397 x 10"6 fc%

- / i z , = 3.2431607 x 10~5 kg/

(58)

(59)

Equation 60 calculates the outlet humidity ratio. The relative error of the subroutine
calculation is 0.02%, a neglegible amount. Since the subroutine uses equation 16, a
function of the mixture and saturation pressures, to calculate the humidity ratio, this
demonstrates that the subroutine follows the saturation curve.

mair

^ - 029220325 (60)

Equation 61 is relation for the condensation rate, and the hand calculation agrees with the
subroutine result. Equation 62 is the polynomial relation for the film thickness. The right
side should be equal to zero, and this is very closely approximated by the hand calculation.
The values for the mass transfer coefficient and the condensate film surface shear stress are
the values used by the subroutine.

2a,

2e T,

Z. +

7tp,r

z

_

= 2.97045435x10 -6 kg,

= 9.764928 x 10"!5

(61)

(62)
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where:
= 02157389%

/ 2m

Figures 17 through 20 show axial distributions of the temperature, pressure, condensate
film thickness, and the condensation rate in a condenser tube. These results apply to the
case presented in the previous section, User Guide, and the input parameters for TNKVNT
are shown in figure 13. The condenser properties for this case are listed in the example
file, tnk48-cond.dat, in the User Guide section. The discontinuity in the temperature
gradient in figure 17 occurs at the point that film condensation commences. This clearly
shows that film condensation decreases the cooling rate of the air/water vapor mixture. The
reduction in cooling rate is due to the insulating effect of the liquid film. Figure 18 shows
that there is a slight decrease in the absolute value of the axial pressure gradient at the point
that condensation commences. This is due to the deceleration of the air/water vapor
mixture as the water vapor condenses. The momentum equations in FILMC1 and FILMC2
were not verified by hand calculations, but the fact that the pressure gradient changes only
slightly at the onset of condensation is strong evidence that the momentum equations in
these two subroutines are solved correctly.

Temperature
(K)

316

314

312

310

308

306

304

302

- h ' I ' I

\ V
----
= I I I i I i

1 I ' I ' I ' I ' I-

-

-

-

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Axial distance (m)

1.4 1.6

Figure 17: Axial temperature distribution of the air/water vapor mixture in a
condenser tube.
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Figure 18: Axial pressure distribution of the air/water vapor mixture in a
condenser tube.
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Figure 19: Axial distribution of the condensate film thickness of the air/water vapor
mixture in a condenser tube.
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Figure 20: Axial distribution of the condensation mass flowrate in a condenser tube.

Subroutine CONV calculates the thermal resistance for radial heat transfer in a pipe subject
to cross-flow forced convection on the outside, equation 63. The heat transfer coefficients
are defined by equations b31 and b32. A short program was written to call CONV, with
the inputs shown below. Also shown are the computed and hand calculated thermal
resistances. The agreement is excellent.

(63)
r.h k r.

1 = 318.98*:

P = 100000.0Pa

0)=. 039702

£>. =. 1524m

Do =. 15494m

= 4.4704"*

7^=283.0*

R(cal) =.

R{code) =. 82108307 mK/w

Subroutine NACONV calculates the outlet temperature of the flow through a horizontal
pipe, subject to natural convection on the outside. The outlet temperature is calculated with
equation blO, and equations bl 1 and bl2 are used to calculate the inner and outer heat
transfer coefficients respectively. A short program was written to call NACONV, with the
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inputs shown below. Also shown are the computed and hand calculated outlet
temperatures. The agreement is excellent.

Tom(cal) = 317.8435074^

Ti)llt(code) = 311.84351K

P = 100000.0Pa

©=.039702

* * • * * / ,

Tf=2S3.0K

Dt=. 1524m

Do =. 15494m

L = 5.0m

* = *«>%*

Subroutine VLVLOS calculates the loss coefficient for the butter-fly valve that controls the
flowrate through the ventilation exhaust system. This loss coefficient is a function of the
valve closure angle. Equation b35 is the expression for the valve loss coefficient, as a
function of the closure angle. The code output was modified to print the closure angle and
the value of the loss coefficient calculated by VLVLOS. The results of several runs are
shown below along with hand calculated values. The agreement is excellent.

Valve Angle

10°
30°

40°

50°

70°

K(code)

2.4689729

6.9759703

16.363752

41.495361

451.93799

K(cal)

2.468973

6.975971

16.363752

41.495

451.9366

The calculations of the pressure drops and the temperature drops in the various sections of
the ventilation exhaust system are carried out in the subroutine, VNTFLW. These
calculations are verified directly with hand calculations. The code case used for
comparison with hand calculations is that presented in the User Guide section of this code
manual. The pressure drop between the tank and the outlet side of the demister is governed
by equation 1, which is also equation 64. The parameters for equation 64 are also shown,
along with the hand calculation and the code results. The two pressure drops agree.

1 1
• + •

A2 Ai:

fL
A?,,D

+ • a • + M (64)
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Kent =.5

^ = . 1 4 5

/12.. =.02059

L,2.. = 1.6764m

£>12.. =. 3048m

/,,. =.02149

L,5.. =.762m

DI5.. =. 38735m

a = 110.75

\P2(eq64) = 101122.5386Pa

P, = 101215.03Pa

p = 1.081789*5/,

Az = 3.048m

Q =25861686 m Y

Aj =. 27983m2

A12.. =.0729659m2

A15..=.l 178412m2

A,m =.212748m2

The pressure drop between the outlet side of the demister and the condenser inlet plenum is
governed by equation 2, which is also equation 65. The parameters for equation 65 are
also shown, along with the hand calculation and the code results. The two results agree.

1 1 1
(65)

P 2 = 101122.55Pa

p = 1.082448 \kg/,

Az=.9144m

<2=. 25845936 mY

A2 =. 27983m2

A3 =. 20303m2

A,. =.01824145m2

Kelh =-68

/ =.0189754

L = 4.0386m

D=. 1524m

= 100907.8502Pa

IP3 (co de) = \ 00907.85Pa

The pressure drop between the condenser outlet plenum and the six inch pipe leading to the
steam reheater is governed by equation 20, which is also equation 66. The parameters for
equation 66 are also shown, along with the hand calculation and the code results. The two
results agree.

A?,.
(66)

P 4 = l 00872.34Pa

m

Q=. 23545225 m

A4 =. 20303m2

A,.. = 01824147m2

^ = . 3 8 2

\P6. (eq66) = 100740.1202P«

= 100740.13Pfl
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The temperature of the air/water vapor mixture leaving the steam reheater is governed by
equation 18. This non-linear equation is solved iteratively in subroutine HX. Since the
outlet temperature cannot be expressed explicitly, it is substituted into equation 67. The
outlet temperature calculated by HX satisfies equation 67, with a remainder of-.00017,
therefore the temperature is a root.

Fmct- - T m ) -

In
= -.0001678 (67)

where:

#ra =.27196258*%'

Cp = 1025.4427 "

n = 4136

" = 134.2513-
K

\TS = 403.59K

;>, =300.23602^

\T =325.54996^

The pressure of the air/water vapor mixture leaving the steam reheater is governed by
equation 21, which is also equation 68. The density is calculated at the mean temperature
of the air flowing through the reheater, equation 69. The parameters for equation 68 are
also shown below, along with the hand calculation and code results. The two results
agree.

V2

Pv-pKh,r —

& V — m
PKr

— T +T
where: T = —

(68)

(69)

m =.27196258kg,

TA =300.23602£

T5= 325.54996 tf

p = 1.1083406*5^3

Ahtr =. 06596m2

= 100708.686Pa

[P5(code) = \0010S.6SPa

The pressure drop across the HEPA filter is calculated with equation 26, which is shown
below as equation 70. The parameters for equation 70 are also shown below, along with
the hand calculation and code results. The two results agree.

PQ2
(70)
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= l 00708.6SPa

= 1 .0660474^
m~

Q =25511304 m

A6., =.018241454m2

^ = 0.15

L = 4.6228m

D=. 1524m

^ . = 0 . 1 7 5

= 98742.35812Pa

The duct downstream of the HEPA filter are not shielded from the wind, as the upstream
duct is. The upstream duct is subject to natural convection on the outside, and the
temperature drops in the several sections are calculated by subroutine NACONV. The
verification of this subroutine has already been documented. The downstream duct is
subject to forced convection heat transfer on the outside, and the temperature drops are
calculated in subroutine VNTFLW. Subroutine CONV calculates the overall radial thermal
resistance of the duct, R. The temperature drop in the flow between the HEPA filter and
the suction side of the fan is calculated with equation 71, which is also equation 27. The
parameters for equation 71, and the hand calculation and code results are shown below.
The two results agree.

where
Tf+ (Te-Tf)e

rilCpR (71)

rfr k r, roho

= 318.58508*:

T6= 324.00723 tf

m =.27196258*^

Cp = 1026.5341 ykK

R=M122A22mK/w

Tf=2S3A5K

The pressure drop in the same section of duct is calculated with equation 72, which is also
equation 30. The parameters for equation 72 are also shown below, along with the hand
calculation and code results. The two results are very close.

(72)
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P6= 98742.359Pa

p = l. 0565621*5/\
r / m

Q =.25740331"%

A6.. =.018241454m2

£^=41.645

/=019125748

L = 5.4864m

£>=. 1524m

\P1(eq72) = 94235.649Pa

The pressure change across the blower is calculated with equation 73, which is also
equation 31. The fan pressure increase term is calculated with equation b38. The
parameters for equation 73 are also shown below, along with the hand calculation and code
results. The two results agree.

P — P pe2

A2.
(73)

P7= 94235.609Pa

= \.0\69\69kg/ \
m~

Q=.26743164m

^,.=.018241454m2

A10,. =. 050670706m2

APfan=7292.5196Pa

Az = 0.613m

\P&(eq73) = 101617.2015Pa

\ = \0\6\7.20Pa

The temperature drop in the stack is calculated with equation 32, which is equation 74
below. The parameters for equation 74 are also shown below, along with the hand
calculation and code results. The two results agree.

where
= Tf+(Ts-Tf)e "lCpR (74)

U roho

r8 =318.58508£

Cp = 1026.2402 JX K

m=. 27196258*?/

L = 22.86m

R=. 88959348 mK/w

\T9(eq74) = 303.0197562^

[T9(code) = 303.0\97SK

The pressure drop in the stack is calculated with equation 33, which is equation 75 below.
The parameters for equation 75 are also shown below, along with the hand calculation and
code results. The two results agree.
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P9=p8+ PQ2

Ao-
1 Y J \1 - A V / V — | -

V/V D
(75)

Ps=\0l617.2Pa

p = U24035kg/i
/ m

Q =.24195206 m

A10. =.050670706m2

/ = . 020111544

L = 22.86m

D=.254w

^/v = 0.15

AT =. 024828666m2

\P9{eql5) = 101299.5317Pa

I P9(code) = 101299.53Pa

Late in the verification and validation phase of this project, an error was discovered in
equation b38, the relation that is used to calculate the exhaust fan pressure increase. This
error was corrected, and the calculated system flowrate increased by approximately two
percent, for the case with the input parameters shown on page 27. This flowrate increase
resulted in small changes in temperature and pressure drops in the various sections of the
exhaust system. Rather than repeat all of the hand calculations of temperature and pressure
drops that were used to V&V subroutine VNTFLW, the old code results and hand
calculations were retained, and those results are presented in this section. This error does
not invalidate the V&V process, but the reader should realize that the current code results
will differ slightly from the results presented in this section of the document. The correct
code results for this case are presented in the "User Guide" section of the manual.
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Appendix A Properties of Air/Water Vapor Mixtures

In this model, air/water vapor mixtures are assumed to be nonreactive mixtures of two ideal
gasses, dry air and water vapor. The mixture properties are: the gas constant, specific heat,
viscosity, thermal conductivity, and Prandtl number. The mixture properties are functions
of the mass fractions of the constituents, (Huang, 1988):

m m m
(al)

m m

The humidity ratio is a convenient parameter for characterizing an air/water vapor mixture,
equation a2, and the relations for the mixture properties can be easily expressed in terms of
this parameter. This is illustrated with the gas constant.

where: m = m,, + m
a wv

R = m,. m,.

(a2)

(a3)

Divide both the numerators and denominators of the mass fractions in equation a3 by the
mass of dry air and substitute the definition of the humidity ratio:

(a4)
CO 1 + ft) \ + C0

Equation a4 is the expression for the mixture gas constant, as a function of the humidity
ratio. The other mixture properties can be evaluated with similar expressions.

In order to evaluate mixture properties, the constituent properties must be known. The gas
constants for dry air and water vapor are:

R =287.01 ./

R^ = 461.5 j kgK

Properties for water vapor at 1.0 psia and 150° F are utilized, (1967 ASME Steam Tables).
The tables do not go below a pressure of 1.0 psia, for which the saturation temperature is
120° F. The lowest temperature for tabulated values of the viscosity, thermal conductivity,
and Prandtl number of water vapor is 150° F. The thermodynamic properties of water
vapor are treated as a constant over the temperature range of interest, 275 to 350 K.
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>w, = 1886.98
J

kgK

k = 021966

Pr = 92

W
mK

Tabulated properties of dry air as a function of temperature, (Ozisik, 1985), are used to
generate second order polynomial fits of the data. The data and the fits are shown in
figures Al through A4. The respective polynomial fits are equations a5 through a8.
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Figure Al : Specific heat of dry air as a function of temperature
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Figure A2: Viscosity of dry air as a function of temperature
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Figure A3: Thermal conductivity of dry air as a function of temperature
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Figure A4: Prandtl number of dry air as a function of temperature

Q> a =1036.54- .2402r+.00046r 2 ' (a5)

\ia = -2.5689 x 10"5 + 2.3432 x 10"7 T - 2.84 x 10"10 T2 (a6)

87/2ka= -1.945 xlO"4+ 9.861 xl(T 57/- 3.5 xKT87/

Pr a =.837-6 .1xl0"

(a7)

(a8)

Figure A5 shows tabulated values, (1967 ASME Steam Tables), of the saturation pressure
versus the saturation temperature over the temperature range 278 to 353 K, as well as a
nonlinear curve fit of the data. Equation a9 is the nonlinear curve fit. The functional form
is suggested by (Huang, 1988) for water vapor saturation curves. Equations alO are two
forms of the saturation relation that express the saturation temperature as an explicit
function of the saturation pressure and vice versa.
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Figure A5: Water vapor saturation data and curve fit

\an = 25.5943

sat ~

wherel
[a, =-5229.89j

&

(a9)

(alO)
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Appendix B Ventilation System Hydraulic Equations

Figure B1 is a schematic of the Tank 48 purge/ventilation exhaust system, from the tank
exhaust to the steam reheater outlet, and figure B2 is a schematic of the system from the
reheater exhaust to the stack exhaust. This is the system that is modelled by TNKVNT.
The system is modelled with one-dimensional steady-state hydraulic equations. It is
divided into nine sections: from the tank exhaust to the demister outlet, from the demister
outlet to the condenser inlet plenum, from the condenser inlet plenum to the outlet plenum,
from the condenser outlet plenum to the reheater outlet, from the reheater outlet to the
HEPA filter outlet, from the HEPA outlet to the fan inlet, across the fan, and from the fan
exhaust to the stack exhaust. The appropriate equations for all of the sections except for the
condenser are derived in this appendix. The equations for the flow through the condenser
are derived in appendix C.

Coolant
Water

Demister

Condenser

Coolant
Water

;g Tank
| Top

Saturated
Steam @ 25 psig

Reheater

Condensate

Air/Water Vapor
to HEPA Filters

Condensate

Air/Water Vapor
Mixture in Tank

Figure Bl: Schematic of the Tank 48 purge/ventilation exhaust system from the tank
to the HEPA filters
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Reheater

Reheater

Side View

Fans

( 0 C
Butterfly Valves

Top View

Figure B2: Schematic of the Tank 48 purge/ventilation exhaust system from the
reheater exhaust to the stack exhaust
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Figure B3 is the schematic for the first section of the ventilation system, from the tank
exhaust to the outlet of the demister. The figure shows all of the required dimensions. The
two circled numbers are the end points of the section.

23.5"

Demister
(area=2.29 ft2)

30"

5'6"

15.25"

12"

r
Figure B3: Schematic of the purge/ventilation exhaust system from the tank gas space

to the demister outlet

Equation bl is the mechanical energy equation for the section of the ventilation system
shown in figure B3. The term under the summation sign accounts for irreversible losses,
frictional and form. Three form loss coefficients account for: entrance losses, losses due to
the sudden expansion of the pipe from a diameter of 12" to 15.25", and losses due to flow
through the demister.

(bl)

The entrance and sudden expansion form loss coefficients are:

downstream
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The manufacturer of the demister gives the following pressure drop data for the demister
with air at 110°F and atmospheric pressure, (Otto H. York Company Inc., 1993):

Flowrate (cfrn) Velocity ups)

1100
800
605
350
108

8.0
5.8
4.4
2.5
0.8

AP (" water)

1.67
.85
.48
.15
.013

Form loss coefficients for each of the five data points can be calculated with equation b2.
With consistent units, the loss coefficients are non-dimensional.

(b2)

Figure B4 is a plot of the demister form loss coefficients as a function of the flow velocity,
from the manufacturer's data. For flowrates above 350 cfm, the loss coefficient is
essentially a linear function of the velocity. Equation b3 is the relation for the demister
loss coefficient.

125 -

"Kdm"

105 -

100 -

1.0 1.5 2.0
Velocity (m/s)

2.5

Figure B4: Demister form loss coefficient as a function of velocity.
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110.75

5.994
(b3)

The tank flow velocity is negligible in comparison with the flow velocities in the ventilation
system, and thereforeV\ is ignored in equation bl. The velocities in equation bl can be
expressed in terms of the volume flowrate with the appropriate cross-section areas.
Equation b4 is the simplified form of the mechanical energy equation for the section of the
ventilation system that includes the demister. The friction factors are Darcy friction factors.
The three relations for the friction factors in laminar, transition and turbulent flow, as
functions of the Reynolds number, are equation b5. For the turbulent flow regime, an
explicit approximation of the Colebrook formula is used, (Jain, 1976), and a third order
polynomial is used for the transition regime.

P2=P,-pgAz-p Q2
+K +& a

dm Am

(M)

64
/ = —=>Re<2300

Re

f = cx+c2 Re+ c3 Re2 + c4 Re3 => 2300 < Re < 4000
-1-2

=> Re > 4000

(b5)

21.25

where:

c, =0.23158

c2=-2.0549xl0~4

c3= 6.6351 xlO"8

Lc4= -6.7336 xlO"12

Figure B5 is a schematic of the second section of the ventilation system to be modelled,
from the demister outlet to the inlet plenum of the condenser. This section consists of
13' 3" of six inch diameter pipe, and there are four 90° elbows in the pipe. Equation b6 is
the mechanical energy equation for this section of the ventilation exhaust system. There are
three form loss coefficients in the equation: the contraction from the demister outlet to the
6" line, the elbow losses, and the expansion into the condenser inlet plenum. The entrance
and exit loss coefficients are 0.5 and 0.2 respectively, and the loss coefficient for a 90°
long radius elbow in a 6" line is 0.17, (Gerhart & Gross, 1985).

2 p 2
•4 F 5 (b6)

Equation b7 is the final form of the mechanical energy equation for this section. The
velocities have been expressed in terms of the volume flowrate.

3 = P2-pgAz+p Q2 J J 1

4. (b7)
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Condenser

Demister

2' 6.5"

2' 8.5" Top View

6" Condenser

3'

Demister

Side View

Figure B5: Schematic of the purge/ventilation exhaust system from the demister outlet
to the condenser inlet plenum

The pipe in this section is shielded from the wind by a wall, but it is exposed to air at the
outside temperature. The pipe is assumed to be cooled by natural convection on the outer
surface. Figure B6 is a schematic of the cross-section and a differential length of a pipe.
Equation b8 is a thermal energy balance for the differential length of pipe, and equation b9
is the simplified differential equation. The solution for the length of pipe shown in figure
B5 is equation blO. Equations bl 1 and bl2 are expressions for the heat transfer
coefficients for the inner and outer pipe surfaces respectively, (Ozisik, 1985). The natural
convection heat transfer coefficient for the outside of the pipe is a function of the outside
wall temperature, which is unknown. The temperature drop in the pipe must therefore be
solved for iteratively, using an initial guess for the mean outer wall temperature.
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Figure B6: Differential element for the thermal energy equation for flow through a tube
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The temperature drop in the section of pipe between the demister and the condenser is
calculated first, and then the axial mean temperature is used to evaluate fluid properties, that
are used in equation b7 to calculate the pressure drop.

The temperature and pressure drops in the first sections of the ventilation system are small,
so any condensation that occurs will be slight and it is ignored. The humidity ratio will
therefore remain constant at the value of the air/water vapor mixture in the tank. The
humidity ratio for an air/water vapor mixture with a specified relative humidity is calculated
with equation bl3, (Huang, 1988). The saturation pressure of the water vapor in the
air/water vapor mixture is calculated with equation a 10. The Dalton model, partial
pressures, of a mixture of ideal gases is assumed in this analysis.
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co = 6 2 2 — ^P-<f>Pe

(bl3)

While the humidity ratio remains constant in the first two sections of the ventilation exhaust
system, the relative humidity does not. It instead drops as the pressure drops. Equation
bl4 is the relation for the relative humidity as a function of the pressure, the humidity ratio,
and the saturation pressure. This equation is derived directly from equation bl3.

coP
P(a>+.622)

(bl4)

The third section of the ventilation system is the condenser, and this section is treated
separately in appendix C.. The temperature, pressure, and humidity ratio of the air/water
vapor mixture change as it flows through the condenser. The next section of the tank
ventilation exhaust system to be analyzed goes from the condenser outlet plenum to the
outlet of the steam reheater. Figure B7 is a schematic of this section.

Saturated steam
@ 25 psig

Throttle valve

To HEPA
filter

Figure B7: Schematic of the steam reheater

The reheater is a cross-flow heat exchanger with the air flowing across finned tubes.
Steam flows through the tubes, and the heat transfer is primarily due to condensation of
steam inside of the tubes. This is an isobaric and therefore isothermal process. Figure B8
shows the axial temperature profile of steady flow of a fluid through a tube with a constant
temperature wall. Also shown is the expression for the heat transfer rate to the fluid in
terms of the inlet and outlet fluid temperatures, and the wall temperature. The second
expression is the logarithmic mean temperature difference, LMTD, (Ozisik, 1985). With
this complicated geometry, the problem is to come up with an expression for the heat
transfer coefficient.
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Figure B8: Heat transfer for flow through an isothermal tube

If the Nusselt number is assumed to have a power law dependence on the Reynolds
number, equation bl5, operating data can be used to obtain a simple empirical relation for
the overall heat transfer coefficient. Data for two operating points are listed below.

Nu oc R e
a =>.-. hA = Cm" (b!5)

#1

T -
in

T
out

=106"F

= 170° F

=\40cfin

Tin = l03°F

Tout = \WF

Q.=S60cJm

These two sets of data are used to calculate the proportionality constant and the power law
exponent in equation bl6.

mCp(Tout -Tin) = Cm"
_r )-(T -T

In }1* Iin
(bl6)

where: C = 134.2513 =>
K

«=.4136

Equation bl6 is solved for the temperature of the air being discharged by the reheater. The
surface temperature is the saturation temperature of the steam flowing through the reheater,
normally 403.59 K corresponding to 25 psig steam. Once the outlet temperature of the air
flowing through the reheater is calculated, the required mass flowrate of steam flowing
through the reheater can be calculated with equation bl7. It is assumed that all of the heat
transfer to the air is due to condensation of the steam. Since isobaric condensation is an
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isothermal process, increasing the flowrate of the steam above the required amount will not
result in increased heat transfer to the air, but will only increase the quality of the exhaust
steam.

h
(bl7)

•fs

The steam/condensate leaving the reheater is exhausted to the environment through steam
traps, that prevent the steam side of the reheater from filling with condensate. This insures
that the heater surfaces are isothermal at the saturation temperature of the steam flowing
through them. If the steam flow to the reheater is throttled, the pressure drop will occur
across the throttle valve, and the temperature of the steam in the heater tubes will be the
saturation temperature of steam at the pressure on the down stream side of the throttle
valve. Equation bl8 is the first law for the throttling process, neglecting changes in kinetic
energy. Since the process is essentially adiabatic and there is no work done, the process is
isenthalpic. This process is shown on a T-S diagram in figure B9. The throttling process
is shown as a dotted line because it is irreversible. The throttled steam is slightly
superheated. The heat transfer due to sensible cooling of the superheated steam to the
saturation temperature is neglected in this model, and the hot side of the reheater is always
assumed to be isothermal at the steam saturation temperature.

0 = 0

W = 0

:.Ah =

(b!8)

throttJ^
valve

P=25 psig

P<25 psig

air u. air out

condensate
or wet steam

25 psig

throttled

Figure B9: Temperature/entropy diagram of the reheater steam supply throttling
process

The pressure drop in this section of the ventilation system is calculated in two steps since
the air is heated and the density changes. The pressure drop as the air leaves the condenser
outlet plenum and enters the 6" pipe is due to both acceleration of the flow and irreversible
form losses. Equation bl9 is the mechanical energy equation for this process. The
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entrance form loss is treated as a contraction, and equation b20 is the formula for the loss
coefficient based on the down stream or higher velocity, (Gerhart & Gross, 1985).

P6.

p

V2

=.42 1 -
D.'ds = 4211-^ 1 1 =.382

V

(bl9)

(b20)

Equation b21 is the expression for the pressure in the 6" pipe supplying the reheater, in
terms of the volume flowrate.

(b21)

Equation b22 is the mechanical energy equation for the reheater. The density is calculated
at the average of the inlet and outlet air temperatures. The pressure drop is determined with
an empirical loss coefficient, determined from operating data. Equation b23 shows the
evaluation of the reheater form loss coefficient from operating data at a flowrate of 860
cfm.

V2

(b22)

AP=35"H20
_2(AP)_

75- = 4.1 (b23)

One of the desired outputs of this model of the tank purge/ventilation exhaust system is the
relative humidity of the air/water vapor mixture going to the HEPA filters. This is the
relative humidity of the air leaving the reheater, and this is calculated with equation b24.

(b24)

Figure B10 is a schematic of the ventilation exhaust system from the reheater exhaust to the
fan inlets. There are two HEPA filters and fans, but only one of each is used at a time.
Cut-off valves isolate the unused HEPA filter and exhaust fan. The temperature drop
between points 5 and 6, flow through the HEPA filter is calculated in exactly the same
fashion as the temperature drop between the demister and the condenser. A wall shields
this section of pipe from the wind, so the heat transfer from the outside of the pipe is
assumed to be by natural convection. Equation b25 is the expression for the temperature
drop in this section of the ventilation exhaust system. This equation is analogous to
equation blO for the section between the demister and the condenser. Equations b26 and
b27 are the expressions for the inner and outer convection heat transfer coefficients.
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cut-off valves

Reheater

Figure BIO: Schematic of the purge/ventilation exhaust system from the reheater to the
fans

= Tf + (T5-Tf)e
 lhCpR

where

(b25)

rfo k {rj roho

h =.023—Re8 Pr* (b26)

( T —T

D.
(b27)

Equation b28 is the mechanical energy equation for the pressure drop for the flow between
points 5 and 6. There are four 90° elbows, four 45° elbows, not shown in figure BIO,
two cut-off valves, and a HEPA filterin this section of the system. The irreversible losses
due to these components are handled with loss coefficients. Equation b29 is the final form
of the mechanical energy equation for this section. The loss coefficient for a 90° elbow is
0.17, and for a 45° elbow it is 0.175, (Gerhart & Gross, 1985). The loss coefficient for
an open cut-off valve is 0.15. The flow versus pressure drop behavior for the HEPA filter
is not documented to my knowledge, therefore the loss coefficient value for the HEPA filter
was determined by matching the predicted system flowrate with observed flowrates for
nominal conditions. The maximum system flowrate is 900 cfm* The model was run with
the following input parameters: tank gas space temperature 110° F, pressure 14.68 psia,
relative humidity 90%, condenser cooling water inlet temperature 65° F and flowrate 40
gpm, wind velocity and temperature 10 mph and 50° F, and closure angle of 0°. A HEPA
filter loss coefficient value of 17.8 resulted in a tank exhaust flowrate of 900.08 cfm.

(b28)
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(b29)

The six inch duct in the section of the ventilation exhaust system between points 6 and 7 is
not shielded from the wind. Equation b30 is the expression for the temperature drop in this
section, and equations b31 and b32 are expressions for the inner and outer convection heat
transfer coefficients respectively. The outer heat transfer coefficient applies to forced
convection from a cylinder in cross-flow, (Ozisik, 1985). The outside wall convection heat
transfer coefficient is independent of the wall temperature, unlike that of natural convection,
so the temperature drop in the duct can be calculated directly. The temperature drop is
calculated, and then the fluid properties are evaluated at the axial mean temperature to
calculate the pressure drop.

T =
where

-*» "lCpR (b30)

I l n k +•
r0ho

(b31)

ho = — (. 4 ReA +. 06 Re2^) Pr •'
D

0>32)

Equation b33 is the mechanical energy equation for the section of the system from point 6
to point 7, and equation b34 is the final expression for the pressure at point 7, the entrance
to the fan. The fan on the left in figure B10 is the assumed operating fan. There are three
90° elbows and a cut-off valve in this section of the system with loss coefficients of 0.17
and 0.15 respectively. A butterfly valve controls the flowrate through the system. Figure
B11 is a plot of the valve loss coefficient as a function of the closure angle. This plot is
based on manufacturer's data, Fisher Controls, and information in (Blevins, 1984). The
data has been fitted with two third-order polynomials. Equation b35 is the polynomial fit
and the two sets of coefficients. One expression is used for closure angles less than 40°
and the other is used for angles greater than 40°.

P
^ p l (b33)
D) 2

P — P — K.
90°

0>34)
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Figure B l l : Butterfly valve loss coefficient as a function of the closure angle

where

0 < 6 < 40"

or

40" < 0 < 70°

4, = 1.73276

A, =.16347

4 =-.0136657

A3 = 4.68083x10^

\ = -2091.33

A, =138.684

A2 =-3.06651

A3 =.0229192

(b35)

Figure B12 is a schematic of an exhaust fan. The fan is supplied by the six inch duct at
point 7 and it discharges through a diffuser to the ten inch stack, point 8. Equations b36
and b37 are the initial and final forms of the mechanical energy equation for flow through
the fan. The pressure increase term is a function of the flowrate through the fan, and it is
evaluated from the fan supply curve.
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Figure B12: Schematic of a ventilation exhaust fan

APfan (b36)

PQ1

A2.. K,
(b37)

Figure B13 is the fan supply curve, and equation b38 is a polynomial fit of the data. The
data points in figure B13 were picked off of the manufacturer's supply curve, (The New
York Blower Co.). There is a density correction for the flowrate to account for the
difference between actual and manufacturer's test conditions. The reference density is that
for dry air at 130° F. The flow through the fan is assumed to be isothermal.
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Figure B13: Ventilation exhaust fan supply curve

Pre/

[4=6782.82

A, =4346.83

I A, = -2942
(b38)

where

\ef = 1.0786*^/3

Figure B14 is a schematic of the stack. This is the last section of the ventilation exhaust
system. The stack is a ten inch diameter steel tube with a wall thickness of .135 inches.
There is a seven inch diameter nozzle at .the top of the stack, through which the ventilation
exhaust is discharged to the environment. The stack is seventy-five feet tall. There is a
rain deflector at the top of the stack that is not shown in figure B14, and there are fan cut-
out valves that are also not shown. The temperature drop in the stack is calculated with the
assumption that only sensible cooling of the air/water vapor mixture occurs. This is
accomplished with equation b39. Figure B6 shows the tube geometry, and equation b39 is
derived in exactly the same manner as equation blO. The inner and outer heat transfer
coefficients are defined by equations b31 and b32 respectively.

where
(b39)
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Figure B14: Schematic of the ventilation exhaust system stack

The pressure drop in the stack is calculated from the mechanical energy equation, equation
b40, and equation b41 is the final expression that is used in the model. The physical
properties of the air/water vapor mixture are calculated at the axial mean temperature in the
stack. P9 is the exit pressure.

D)2
(b40)

P = P PQ2

HO" D ) A7
2.

(Ml)
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Appendix C Derivation of the Condenser Equations

Figure Cl is a schematic of the condenser. It is a single-pass, counter-flow, shell-and-tube
heat exchanger. The air/water vapor mixture flows downward through the tubes, and
condensation occurs on the inner walls of the tubes. The condensate drains from the
bottom of the outlet plenum back to the tank. The shell side is baffled so the cooling water
flows across the tube bank nineteen times. The tube parameters are shown following
figure Cl.

Air/water
vapor in

Coolant
water out

Inlet Plenum

Outlet Plenum

Tube
sheet

290 tubes
3/4" OD
.62" ID

Baffles (18)

Coolant
water in

Air/water
vapor out

Condensate return
to the tank

Figure Cl: Schematic of the condenser
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.75" O.D.

.62" I.D.

290 Tubes:\S Length

304 S.S.

Staggered 1" centers

The flow in all of the tubes is assumed to be the same, and the performance of the
condenser is modelled by the flow through a single tube. In general, the air/water vapor
mixture will not enter the condenser saturated, and there will be a region of tube in which
the air is sensibly cooled to the saturation point. Thereafter condensation will occur. For
modelling purposes, the tube is divided into two distinct regions, the saturation length and
the condensation region. Radial heat transfer occurs from the air/water vapor mixture
inside of the tubes to the cooling water flowing across the outside of the tubes, and the heat
transfer is a function of the axial temperature distributions of both the air/water vapor and
the cooling water. To decouple the two temperature distributions so that the heat transfer
from the air/water vapor can be handled with a marching procedure, the cooling water is
initially assumed to be constant temperature at the inlet temperature. This allows the
straightforward calculation of the heat transfer from the air/water vapor. Equation cl is
then used to calculate the outlet temperature of the cooling water, based on the calculated
total heat transfer rate from the air/water vapor mixture. Thereafter the axial temperature
distribution of the cooling water is assumed to be linear, and the heat transfer from the
air/water vapor is recalculated. This iterative procedure is repeated until convergence
occurs.

Q = ^ (cl)

Figure C2 shows a differential element in the entrance region of a tube. Equation c2 is the
expression for the local radial heat transfer rate. This expression includes convection on
the inside and outside of the tube and thermal conduction through the tube wall. Equation
c3 is the governing differential equation for the axial temperature distribution, assuming
constant convection heat transfer coefficients. Equation c4 is the solution of the differential
equation. This is an expression for the temperature as a function of "z".

cool

T +—dz
dz

'//////////////////////////////////////////////////////A

• * - z —-Ur—
Figure C2:

flow
Differential element for the energy equation for the entrance region of tube
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Equation c5 is the mechanical energy equation for the entrance region of a condenser tube.
Figure C3 is a schematic of the entrance region that shows the nomenclature used.
Equation c6 is an expression for the pressure as a function of "z".

P,V

Figure C3: Pressure drop in the saturation region of the condenser

P V3
2 P V2 f fz^V2

p 2 p 2 K D) 2
(c5)

(c6)
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When the air/water vapor mixture reaches the saturation point, the pressure and temperature
are coupled by the equation of state for saturated water vapor, equation a9. Equation c7 is
the equation of state expressed explicitly for the saturation temperature and pressure.
Equation c8 is an expression for the total pressure of a saturated air/water vapor mixture,
relative humidity equal to one. Substituting the expression for the saturation temperature in
equation c7 into equation c4, and substituting equation c8 into equation c6, results in two
simultaneous equations for the saturation pressure and the saturation length, equations c9
and clO.

T =
sat

& Psa, =
fflo= 25.5943 1

wherel
[fl,=-5229.89j

(c7)

(c8)

a, -Tcool+{Tin-Tcooy (c9)

)
CO J 2A3

2 2 ^ 2 9 0 ^
( c l 0 )

The two simultaneous non-linear equations are solved iteratively by Newton's method,
(Conte & de Boor, 1972). This numerical method is described for the interior equations, at
the end of this appendix. Cramer's rule is used to invert the Jacobian matrix. The flow is
not fully-developed in the entrance of a tube, and therefore the heat transfer coefficient is a
function of the length. Equation c 11 is used to calculate the mean Nusselt number for the
flow of the air/water vapor inside of the tube, (Gnielinski, 1976). The temperature
subscripts "m" and "w" denote the bulk mean temperature and the wall temperature
respectively. Equation cl2 is used to calculate the Nusselt number for the flow of the
cooling water across the tubes, (Ozisik, 1985).

;Vw=.0214(Re8-100)Pr'

Nucool =•
Pr

Pr_,

\.25

(ell)

(cl2)

After the air/water vapor mixture is saturated, condensation occurs over the rest of the
length of the tube. Film condensation is assumed to occur from the inception of
condensation as opposed to considering a region of dropwise condensation. This
assumption is conservative in that higher heat transfer rates and condensation rates occur
with dropwise condensation. Dropwise condensation is difficult to maintain with water
vapor, and therefore the assumption of filmwise condensation is recommended, (Ozisik,
1985). The assumption of film condensation also makes the analysis considerably more
tractable.

The condensing length of the tube is divided axially into ten sections of equal length, and a
finite-difference model is used to analyze the condensing flow. Figure C4 is a schematic of
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a section of a condenser tube, with a condensate film. The figure shows the radial
temperature distribution between the air/water vapor mixture and the cooling water.
Equation c 13 is the expression for the heat transfer rate between the air/water vapor and the
liquid/gas interface. The heat transfer is due to both convection and condensation of the
water vapor. Equation cl4 is expression for the heat transfer rate between the liquid/vapor
interface and the cooling water. The heat transfer is due to thermal conduction through the
condensate layer and the tube wall, and convection to the cooling water. The assumption
that the heat transfer through the condensate is by conduction is appropriate because the
flow of the condensate film is laminar. For steady flow, equations cl3 and cl4 can be
equated, and the result is equation cl5. The three unknowns in this equation are: the
interface temperature, the condensation mass flowrate, and the condensate film thickness.

condensate
film

Figure C4: Schematic of the radial temperature distribution in a condenser tube with a
condensate film on the inner wall

Q = hA(Tb-Ti)

Q =
T: ~ T.cool

^ r InR-S R

2xkwAz hc27t(R

h2n{R- 8)Az{Th - J,) + mch =
- T,cool

In R-S l n ^

2nkAz

(cl3)

(cl4)

(c!5)

The Colburn analogy between heat and mass transfer is used to obtain an expression for the
condensation mass flowrate. Equation cl6 is an expression for the mass flux of species
"a" from the bulk fluid to the interface. It is a function of the mass transfer coefficient and
the difference in concentrations of species "a" between the bulk fluid and the interface.

(cl6)
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The Sherwood and Schmidt numbers, equation cl7, are two non-dimensional parameters
that govern mass transfer, "d" is the tube diameter, and "D" is the mass diffusivity. The
Sherwood and Schmidt numbers are analogous to the Nusselt and Prandtl numbers of
convection heat transfer. For a given flow, the Sherwood number has the same functional
relationship to the Reynolds number and the Schmidt number that the Nusselt number
number has to the Reynolds number and the Prandtl number. The Sherwood number is
used to calculate the value of the mass transfer coefficient.

Sh =
D D

Sh=.02H(Re*-\00)Sc'

(cl7)

(cl8)

The species concentration terms in equation cl6 can be expressed in terms of the partial
pressures of the water vapor and the temperatures by using the ideal gas relation. The
result is equation cl9. Multiplying this equation by the molecular weight of water vapor
and the interfacial area results in an expression for the condensation mass flowrate,
equation c20.

(c!9)

R T
(c20)

The mass diffusivity for a binary mixture of gases A and B is given by equation c21,
(Ozisik, 1985). For an air/water vapor mixture, equation c21 reduces to equation c22. The
collision integral is a function of the parameter "kT/e". For an air/water vapor mixture, the
parameter "kT/e" is defined by equation c23. Equation c24 is a polynomial fit for the
collision integral. This is a fit of tabulated data, (Ozisik, 1985), which is shown in figure
C5.

1-31.8583x10" i/7

MB

(c21)

D = 5.77193x10"

JkT\ kT
= f\ — => — = •Mf) e 280.1476

\ao = 2.58276

L =-1.59548

[a2 =.452381

(c22)

(c23)

(c24)
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Figure C5: Polynomial fit of tabulated data for the collision integral, (Ozisik, 1985)

Figure C6 is a schematic of a laminar falling film on a vertical surface with an applied shear
stress at the interface. Also shown is the momentum equation for this flow. The error in
flowrate introduced by neglecting curvature is less than one percent. This is demonstrated
at the end of this appendix.

BC\

d2u

dy2
_ pg

du
(A = T

dy

Figure C6: A thin falling film on a vertical surface, with shear at the interface

Equation c25 is the solution of the differential equation for the falling film. An expression
for the mean film velocity can be calculated by integrating the film solution across the
thickness, equation c26. Equation c27 is the expression for the mass flowrate of the film.
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Also shown is an expression for the film mass flowrate as a function of the inlet mass
flowrate to a section of the tube and the mean condensation rate over the section. Equation
c28 is the expression for the film thickness as a function of the condensation rate. The
shear stress at the interface is calculated from the friction factor and the velocity of the
air/water vapor mixture, equation c29. This is derived from the Darcy-Weisbach equation,
(Gerhart & Gross, 1985). The wall slip velocity, due to the condensate film, is neglected
in the calculation of the friction factor. The liquid interfacial velocity is less than two
percent of the mean gas velocity. This is demonstrated at the end of this appendix.

(c25)

_ 1 rS tS pgS2

u= — \ u(y)dy = — + —— (c26)

(c27)

(c28)

(c29)

"Tout |

Tin

Az

Figure C7: Flow through a section of a condenser tube

Figure C7 is a schematic of a section of a condenser tube of length Az. The bulk
temperature of the air/water vapor mixture flowing through the section is the mean of the
inlet and outlet temperatures, equation c30. Equation c31 is the First Law applied to the
control volume shown in figure C7. This is an expression for the heat transfer rate from
the air/water vapor mixture flowing through the control volume. This heat transfer rate is
also defined by equation cl3, the expression for convection and condensation heat transfer
from the air/water vapor. In terms of the inlet and outlet temperatures, equation cl 3 is
equation c33. Equating this relation with equation c31 results in equation c34, the energy
equation for the air/water vapor flow.

(c30)
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(c31)

(c32)

(c33)

(c34)

The integral form of the linear momentum equation, equation c35, is applied to the control
volume in figure C7. For steady-state axial flow through a tube, the sum of the forces is
equal to the difference in the momentum rates leaving and entering the control volume,
(Gerhart & Gross, 1985). Equation c36 is the linear momentum equation for flow through
the tube, and this equation simplifies to equation c37.

I
Vol

j-t jpVd(Vol) = Mout - Mm (c35)

aVout + mVmi Vuu, + -^-{Vm + VOM) - maVin - rhVin V,, = (P, , - Pout)n{R - 8)2 -

OJ +pgAz4R-Sf
(c36)

note: &

+pgAz7c(R-8f
(c37)

Equation c38 is the continuity equation for the water vapor. Dividing through by the mass
flowrate of dry air, puts the continuity equation in terms of the humidity ratios, equation
c39. Since the air/water vapor mixture is saturated during the condensation process, the
humidity ratio of the mixture leaving the control volume can be expressed in terms of the
saturation temperature, equation c40.

- m,, = mn
(c38)

tnn

(c39)

m,.
(c40)
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The last required equation is the equation of state for the air/water vapor mixture, the ideal
gas relation equation c41. The mixture pressure is the sum of the partial pressures, and the
partial pressure of the water vapor is the saturation pressure. Equation c43 is the equation
of state for the air/water vapor mixture leaving the control volume.

P = o R T
out r out out Out

(c41)

P =P+P=nRT + P "'
r out r a T r v Fa^a1 out ^ e

(c42)

note: Pa =
x(R-syvmt

p _ ™aRaTout (c43)

Seven equations have been derived for the flow of an air/water vapor mixture, with film
condensation, through a tube: equation cl5 - radial heat transfer, equation c20 - the
condensation rate, equation c28 - condensate film thickness, equation c34 - the thermal
energy equation, equation c37 - the linear momentum equation, equation c40 - the
continuity equation, and equation c43 - the equation of state. These are simultaneous
equations that model the condensation process. The radial heat transfer equation, cl5, and
the thermal energy equation, c34, are not independent. They can be combined to form
equation c44. Notice that the convection heat transfer coefficient has disappeared. By
constraining the air/water vapor mixture to follow the saturation curve and specifying the
constitutive relation for condensation, the convection heat transfer correlation is no longer
independent.

Cpv){Tin - Tou, mc\ =
T:-T cool

ln«g?
- + "

1
(c44)

2nk,Az 2nkwAz hc2z{R-

There are now six simultaneous equations and six unknowns. Pout can be removed as an
unknown, and the number of simultaneous equations reduced by one, by substituting the
equation of state, equation c43, into the momentum and continuity equations, c37 and c40
respectively. The result is five simultaneous equations that govern the flow and
condensation in an incremental control volume of length Az. These are equations 7 through
11 in the Model Description section of this report.

(maCPa + mVm Cp)(Tm - Tmt) + rhchfg = •
T;-T cool (c45)

2 Jtk,Az 2 7tkwAz hc2x(R + Aw) Az

2a,

2e

T +T T:

(c46)
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(c47)

(V,m - Vm) = PmK{R~
muRJm

in - Vj
(c48)

2a,

Y our " l
c

m,.
(c49)

After the above five simultaneous equations are solved for an incremental control volume,
the outlet pressure and humidity ratio are solved for with equations c50 and c51
respectively. These are equations 12 and 13 in the Model Description section of the report.

out

mRT
(c50)

• 622P

out sat)

(c51)

The five simultaneous non-linear algebraic equations are solved iteratively by Newton's
method, (Conte & de Boor, 1972). A description of this numerical technique follows. The
five equations are expressed as functions equal to zero, equations c52 through c56.

T —T
1 i x cooll n R i n R+Aw

R-S +
 l n R +

= 0

27ck,Az 2xkwAz hc27t(R+Aw)Az

(c52)

f2=mc--^2n{R-S)Az

2a,

2e . +Tn,

T +T
x in ' x out

T.
= 0 (c53)

(c54)

+7t(R-8)2e r°« +^(R-S){Vin-Vouty -pgAzn(R-
16

(c55)
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2a,

in

.6227T(R-d)2Vmte
maRaTou,

me (C56)

Newton's method is based on the definition of a total differential, equation c57. Equation
c58 is the finite-difference analog of the total differential. The new value of the function is
assumed to be equal to zero, and therefore the old value is a residual. This results in a set
of five simultaneous linear equations for the corrections to the original dependent variables,
equation c59. LU decomposition, (Press et al., 1989), is used to solve the set of linear
equations, and the dependent variable corrections are then used to update the dependent
variables, equation c60. This procedure is repeated until the absolute values of the variable
corrections are less than the specified convergence critertion.

(c57)

dfx
•hhc

df2

ft

dfx
98
df2

\ y

fold

J,

ft
dT,
df2

' df
d{54 9p J

Y ft;
/ J ~\O

^m^ C/fj •

dA
dTmt

df2

_ft
old (c58)

9mc 98

9mc 98

9mc 98

df5 df5

dm, 98

dT, dTOM

0 0

0 -&-

o S-

0

0

0

dfA

dVoul

df5

dVoul

Amc-

A8

AT,

A V O U ,

• = —

7,'

fz

h

A.

(c59)

(c60)

An expansion occurs as the air/water vapor mixture flows from the tubes into the outlet
plenum. Equation c61 is the mechanical energy equation for this process. The temperature
and humidity ratio remain constant for this expansion. The form loss coefficient is
calculated for a sudden expansion, (Gerhart & Gross, 1985). Note that the loss coefficient
is based on the down stream velocity.

(c61)

Neglecting curvature in equation c25, the radial velocity profile of the condensate film, is
justified for films with thicknesses that are small in comparison with the tube radius. This
can be shown by looking at the ratio of the flowrate of a film on a vertical flat surface to
that on the inside of a vertical tube. Consider the two films on vertical surfaces shown in
figure c8.
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Falling Film on a Vertical Wall Falling Film on the Inside of a Vertical Tube

Figure C8:
tube

Falling liquid films on a vertical flat plate and on the inside of a vertical

First I will develop an expression for the volume flowrate in the film on the vertical flat
plate. Equation c62 is the governing differential for the film, along with the boundary
conditions. I am neglecting shear at the liquid/gas interface. Equation c63 is the solution to
the differential equation. Equation c64 is the expression for the mean velocity in the fluid
film, and equation c65 is the expression for the flowrate. This is the flowrate of a fluid
film on the inside of a tube of radius R where curvature has been neglected.

d2u

dy2
(c62)

dy

(c63)

(c64)

(c65)

Equation c66 is the differential equation for the falling film on the inside surface of a
vertical tube, along with the boundary conditions. Equation c67 is the solution, the radial
velocity profile, and equation c68 is the expression for the flowrate in the film.
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(c66)
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(c67)

(c68)

Equation c69 is the ratio of the flowrate neglecting curvature to the flowrate with curvature.
This can be simplified to a function of the ratio of the film thickness to the tube radius,
equation c70. Equation c71 shows that the error in the flowrate due to neglecting curvature
is proportional to the film thickness to tube radius ratio. In figure 13, the film thickness is
approximately 3.5 x 1O5 m for the case considered, and this results in a film thickness ratio
of .004. The flowrate error due to neglecting curvature is approximately 0.4%. This is
certainly neglegible.

(c69)
Q npgR4

R R R
s_
R

Q 1

2 4l R) I

3
8^
Rj

\R)
4 InflI

8^
RJ ' I f.J

1
h 4

(c70)

R Q
• = 1.01008

(c71)
- = . 0 5 ^ ^ ^ = 1.052
R Q

In the condensation region of the condenser, the presence of the condensate film is
neglected in calculating the friction factor for the air/water vapor flow, and this friction
factor is used to calculate the interfacial shear stress. This is reasonable as long as the
interfacial velocity of the condensate film is much less than the mean velocity of the gas
flow, otherwise the interfacial condensate velocity must be considered a slip velocity in the
calculation of the gas flow friction factor. Interfacial film to mean gas velocity ratios are
calculated for bounding conditions, and the ratios are shown to be less than two percent.
Consider the liquid film with interfacial shear shown in figure c9. The equation for the
radial velocity profile in the liquid film is equation c25. The expression for the interfacial
velocity is equation c72.
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Figure C9: Radial velocity profiles inside of a vertical tube with cocurrent downward
flow of air and a liquid film

= - y + ̂  \8y-^-\ & ux=-8 + ^— (c72)

TNKVNT predictions for the condensate film thickness, the mean air/water vapor velocity
in a condenser tube, and the interfacial shear stress are shown below for two cases with
ventilation flowrates of 900 and 300 cfm. The interfacial condensate velocities are
approximately one and one and a half percent of the mean gas velocities, respectively.

Vair =5.961™/

T=Ml564Pa

Q=900cfin

T, =\60°F «»=. ^ = 0 1 0 4

Vair = l.9\\m/s

T=.01920536P«

Q = 300cfrn

Tin = \60°F

^ = 9 9 %

u, = 02795 V => -^S- = 01557
° / S \7
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Appendix D TNKVNT Code Listing

program tnkvnt

This program calculates the flow conditions in the tank 48
ventilation exhaust system. The model predicts if condensation
will occur in the system.

CALLED SUBROUTINES:
cond.f
hx.f
satlth.f
vntflw.f

filmcl.f
LUBKSB.f
conv.f

filmc2.f
LUDCMP.f
vlvlos.f

frict.f
prop.f
naconv.f

INPUTS:

tnktmp tank air temperature (deg F)
tnkprs tank air pressure (psia)
tnkrel tank air relative humidity (0.0 to .99)
cndcfl condenser cooling water flowrate (gpm)
cndtin condenser cooling water inlet temperature (deg F)
windv wind velocity (mph)
windt wind temperature (deg F)
' vlvagl Butter-fly valve close angle (degrees)
rcf rain chill factor (1.0 if no rain else rcf > 1.0)

OUTPUT Files: tnk48-vent.dat (main output file)
tnk48-cond.dat (conditions in the condenser)

open (unit=11,file='tnk48-vent.dat',status='unknown')
open (unit=12,file='tnk48-cond.dat',status='unknown')

The user interactively enters the input:

write
read
write
read
write
read
write
read
write
read
write
read
write
read
write
read
write
read

(*,800)
(*,801)tnktmp
<*,802)
(*,801}tnkprs
(*,804)
(*,801)tnkrel
(*,808)'
(*,801)cndcfl
(*,810)
(*,801)cndtin

{*,801)windv
(*,812)
(*,801)windt
(*,813)
(*,801)vlvagl
(*,814)
(*,801)rcf

These statements write the input to the main output file (tnk48-vent.dat)

write (11,899)
write (11,900)tnktmp
write (11,901)tnkprs
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write (11,902)tnkrel
write (11,904)cndcfl
write (11,905)cndtin
write (11,911)windv
write (11,912)windt
write (11,913)vlvagl
write (ll,914)rcf
write (11,906)
write (11,1010)

write (11,906)

This is the initial guess at the ventilation exhaust flowrate (cfm)

tnkflw=500.0

convert input into SI units

tnktmp=(tnktmp+459.67)/I.8
tnkprs=tnkprs*6894.757
tnkflw=tnkflw*4.719474e-4
cndcfl=cndcfl*6.30902e-5
cndtin=(cndtin+459.67)/I.8
windv=windv*.447 04
windt=(windt+459.67)/I.8

This is the section that iteratively calculates the system flowrate.
This is the equation that is solved iteratively for the flowrate "Q":

f=P(tank) -P(atm) -"K"Q'~2=0

Newton's method is used, and df/dQ is evaluated numerically. Convergence
occurs when the exit pressure is equal to atmospheric pressure,
"vntflw" is the subroutine that solves for the exit pressure as a function
of the flowrate leaving the tank.

patm=101300.0
deltaq=.0047195

100 qgues=tnkflw
kflag=l
call vntflw(tnktmp,tnkprs,tnkrel,qgues,cndcfl,cndtin,windv

& ,windt,vlvagl,rcf,kflag,t2,p2,relh2,t3,p3,relh3,
& t4,p4,relh4,t5,p5,relh5,t6,p6,relh6,
& t7,p7,relh7,t8,p8,relh8,t9,p9,relh9,psat)
pexit=p9
fold=pexit-patm
error=abs(fold)
if (error .gt. .l)then

qpert=qgues+deltaq
call vntflw(tnktmp,tnkprs,tnkrel,qpert,cndcf1,cndtin,windv

& ,windt,vlvagl,rcf,kflag,t2,p2,relh2,t3,p3,relh3,
& t4,p4,relh4,t5,p5,relh5,t6,p6,relh6,
& t7,p7,relh7,t8,p8,relh8,t9,p9,relh9,tsat)

fnew=p9-patm
dfdq=(fnew-fold)/deltaq
qchang=-fold/dfdq
tnkflw=qgues+qchang
go to 100

else

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
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tnkflw=qgues
end if

This is the end of the iterative section. "vntflw" is called for
the last time to calculate the final system flow conditions, and
then the output is printed.

kflag=2
call vntflw(tnktmp,tnkprs,tnkrel,tnkflw,cndcf1,cndtin,windv

- & ,windt,vlvagi,rcf,kflag,t2,p2,relh2,t3,p3,relh3,
& t4,p4,relh4,t5,p5,relh5,t6,p6,relh6,
& t7,p7,relh7,t8,p8,relh8,t9,p9,relh9,tsat)
tnkflw=tnkflw/4.719474e-4

c
c Output is written to the terminal

c
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
wr4^e
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write

{*,

<*,

(*,

{*,

(*,

(*,

(*,

!*,

(*,

(*,

(*,

(*,

(*,

(*,

(*,

(*,
if (tsat

write
else

write
end if
write

c
(*,

906)
1200)
906)
1201)tnktmp,tnkprs,tnkrel
1202)t2,p2,relh2
1203)t3,p3,relh3
1204)t4,p4,relh4
1205)t5,p5,relh5
1206)t6,p6,relh6
1207)t7,p7,relh7
1208)t8,p8,relh8
1209)t9,p9,relh9
906)
903)tnkflw
1213)tsat
906)
.ge. t9)then
(*,1211)

(*,1212)

906)

c Output is written to the output file:
c

write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write

(11

(11

(11

(11

(11

(11

(11

(11

(11

(11

(11

(11

(11

(11

(11
if (tsat

write

,1200)
,906)
,1201)tnktmp,tnkprs,tnkrel
,1202)t2,p2,relh2
,1203)t3,p3,relh3
,1204)t4,p4,relh4
,1205)t5,p5,relh5
,1206)t6,p6,relh6

r1207)t7,p7,relh7
,1208)t8,p8,relh8
,1209)t9,p9,relh9
,906)
,903)tnkflw
,1213)tsat
,906)
.ge. t9)then
(11,1211)
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800

801

802

804

808

810

811

812

813

814

899

900

901

902

903

904

905

906

907

908

909

910

911

912

913

914

1000

1001

1010

1011

1012

1013

1014

1100

1200

1201

1202

1203

1204

1205

1206

1207

1208

1209

1210

1211

1212

1213

else

write (11,1212)

end if

write (11,906)

format (lx,'tank air temperature (deg F)?')

format (gl2.6)

format (lx, 'tank air pressure (psia)?')

format (lx,'tank air relative humidity?')

format (lx,'condenser cooling water flowrate (gpm)?')

format (lx,'condenser cooling water inlet temperature (deg F)?''.

format (lx,'.wind velocity (mph)?')

format (lx,'wind temperature (deg F)?')

format (lx,'butter-fly valve close angle (deg)?')

format (lx,'rain chill factor ?')
format (•********* INPUT: *********')

lbm/hr•)

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format('*

format(lx

format(Ix

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx,3gl8.9)

format(lx,2gl8.9)

format('********* OUTPUT: *********•)

format(lx,'tank humidity ratio = ',gl2.6)

tnkpres (Pa): p2 (Pa): relh2:')

w: p3 (Pa): relh3:')

p4 : t4 : w4 : ' )

########## FINISHED ##########')

position/temperature (K)/pressure (Pa)/rel. humidity1:

tank temperature = ',gl8.9,' deg F')

tank pressure = ',gl8.9,' psia')

tank relative humidity = ',gl8.9)

ventilation exhaust flowrate = ',gl8.9,' cfm')

condenser cooling water flowrate = ',gl8.9,' gpm')

condenser cooling water temperature = ',gl8.9,' deg F')

htr outlet temp. - ',gl4.7,' deg F')

required steam flow to heater = ',gl4.7,

htr outlet relative humidity - ',gl4.7)

htr outlet pressure - ',gl6.8,' psia')

wind velocity = ',gl8.9,' mph')

wind temperature = ',gl8.9,' deg F')

valve close angle = ',gl2.6,

rain chill factor = ',gl2.6)
degrees';

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(Ix

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

format(lx

stop

end

'tank:

'point 2

'point 3

'point 4

'point 5

'point 6

'point 7

•point 8

'point 9:

3gl8.9)

3gl8.9)

3gl8.9)

3gl8.9)

3gl8.9)

3gl8.9)

3gl8.9)

3gl8.9)

3gl8.9)

flowrate = ',gl2.6,' cfm')

CONDENSATION OCCURS')

NO CONDENSATION' )

exit saturation temperature = ',gl2.6,' K')
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subroutine vntflw(tnktmp,tnkprs,tnkrel,tflwin,cndcf1,cndtin,windv
& ,windt,vlvagl,rcf,kflag,t2,p2,relh2,t3,p3,relh3
& ,t4,p4,relh4,t5,p5,relh5,t6,p6,relh6
& ,t7,p7,relh7,t8,p8,relh8,t9,p9,relh9,tsat)

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

This subroutine calculates the exit pressure at the stack, for a
specified volume flow rate entering the system from the tank.
The intermediate pressures, temperatures, and relative humidities
are also calculated.

CALLED SUBROUTINES:
cond.f
hx.f
satlth.

filmcl.f
LUBKSB.f
conv.f

filmc2.f
LUDCMP.f
vlvlos.f

frict.f
prop.f
naconv.f

INPUTS:

tnktmp tank air temperature (K)
tnkprs tank air pressure (Pa)
tnkrel tank air relative humidity (0.0 to .99)
tflwin volume flowrate (m~3/s)
cndcfl condenser cooling water flowrate (m~3/s)
cndtin condenser cooling water inlet temperature (K)
windv wind velocity (m/s)
windt wind temperature (K)
vlvagl Butter-fly valve close angle (degrees)
rcf rain chill factor

the humidity ratio and the mass flowrates of dry air and
water vapor leaving the tank are calculated

pg saturation pressure (partial) of water vapor
w humidity ratio
rho mixture density
vis mixture dynamic viscosity
cp mixture constant pressure specific heat
zk mixture thermal conductivity
pr mixture Prandtl number
pv partial pressure of water vapor
pa partial pressure of dry air
ra dry air gas constant
rv water vapor gas constant
flair mass flowrate of dry air
flwv mass flowrate of water vapor

vflow=tflwin
pi=3.14159
g=9.807
a0=25.5943
al=-5229.89
pg= exp(aO+al/tnktmp)
w=.621885*(tnkrel*pg/(tnkprs-tnkrel*pg))
call prop(tnktmp,tnkprs,w,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
pv=tnkrel*pg
pa= tnkprs-pv
ra=287.0
rv=461.5
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flair=pa*vflow/(ra*tnktmp)
f lwv=pv*vf low/ (rv*tnktmp)
flow=flair+flwv

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

This is where the code is modified to investigate the effect of
insulating the ducts.

tinsul duct wall and insulation thickness (m)
zkwall thermal conductivity (W/m-K)

Normal values:

tinsul=.00127
zkwall=50.0

Insulated wall values:

tinsul=.O254
zkwall=.O3

Flow from the tank to the outlet of the demister. The pressure
at the demister outlet, p2, is calculated with the mechanical
energy equation, and the relative humidity, relh.2, is also calculated.

Geometry:
delz change in elevation
zl# length of pipe with diameter # in.
d# pipe diameter
a# pipe cross-sectional area
adm demister cross-section area
a2 demister outlet flow area
rough pipe roughness (absolute)
zf# friction factor
zkent entrance form loss coefficient
zkexp expansion form loss coefficient
alp & bet coefficients in the relation for the demister

form loss coefficient

delz=3.048
zll2=1.6764
zll5=.762
dl2=.3O48
al2=pi*(dl2**2)/4.0
dl5=.38735
al5=pi*(dl5**2)/4.0
adm=.212748
a2=.27983
vl2=vflow/al2
re=rho*vl2*dl2/vis
rough=4.57e-5
ed=rough/dl2
call frict(re,dl2,ed,zf)
zfl2=zf
vl5=vflow/al5
re=rho*vl5*dl5/vis
ed=rough/dl5
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

call frict(re,dl5,ed,zf)
zfl5=zf
zkent=.5
zkexp=.145
alp=110.75
bet=5.994
p2=tnkprs-rho*g*delz-.5*rho*(vflow**2)*(1.0/(a2**2)+
& (1.0/(al2**2))*(zkent+zkexp+(zfl2*zll2)
& (zfl5*zll5)/((al5**2)+dl5) a^^
& +alp/ (-a2**2) + (bet*vflow)
relh2=w*p2/(pg*(w+.621885))
t2=tnktmp

Flow from the demister outlet to the inlet plenum of the condenser.
The pressure and relative humidity in the inlet plenum of the
condenser is calculated, p3 and relh3.

Geometry:
delz change in elevation
zl length of 6" pipe
diam 6" pipe diameter
a6 6" pipe cross-sectional area
a3 flow area of the condenser inlet plenum (point #3)
zkent entrance form loss coefficient
zkex expansion form loss coefficient
zkelbw elbow form loss coefficient

delz=.9144
zl=4.0386
diam=.1524
a3=.20303
a6=pi*(diam**2)/4.0
zkent=.5
zkex=.2
zkelbw=.68
dosd=diam+2.0*tinsul
call naconv(t2,p2,w,flow,windt,diam,dosd,zl,zkwall,rcf,tout)
t3=tout
tbar=.5*(t2+t3)
call prop(tbar,p2,w,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
vflow=flow/rho
v6=vfIow/a6
re=rho*v6*diam/vis
ed=rough/diam
call frict{re,diam,ed,zf)

p3=p2-rho*g*delz+.5*rho*(vflow**2)*(1.0/(a2**2)-1.0/(a3**2)
& -(1.0/(a6**2))*(zkent+zkex+zkelbw+(zf*zl)/diam))
pg=exp(aO+al/t3)
relh3=w*p3/(pg*(w+.621885))

Flow through the condenser: Subroutine cond.f models the flow
through a single tube of the condenser. The subroutine returns
the pressure, temperature, mass flowrate, and humidity ratio of
the air/water vapor mixture in the outlet plenum of the condenser.

call prop(t3,p3,w,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
qqin=(flair+flwv)/rho
call cond(p3,t3,qqin,relh3,cndtin,cndcfl,kflag,
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

& p4,t4,flow,w4)
call prop(t4,p4,w4,rho,vis,cp,zk.pr)
pg=exp(aO+al/t4)
relh4=w4*p4/(pg*(w4+.621885))

Flow through the heater: Subroutine hx.f calculates the outlet
air/water vapor mixture temperature and the required steam mass
flowrate for the reheater. The pressure drop across the reheater
is then calculated with a form loss coefficient. The reheater outlet
relative humidity is then calculated from the temperature, pressure,
and humidity ratio at the reheater exit. This is in the six inch
line upstream of the "Y" that splits the flow for the two HEPA filters.
The relative humidity of the air/water vapor mixture at point (5) is
assumed to be the relative humidity of the air going to the HEPA filters.

Geometry:
aplnm flow area of condenser outlet plenum
apipe cross-section area of 6" pipe
zkcont contraction or entrance form loss coefficient for the pipe
ahtr flow area of the reheater
zkdp form loss coefficient for flow through the reheater

vflow=flow/rho
aplnm=.20303
apipe=.01824
zkcont=.3 82

ppipe is the pressure in the 6" pipe leading to the reheater

ppipe=p4+.5*rho*(vflow**2)*(1.0/(aplnm**2)-1.0/(apipe**2)-
& zkcont/(apipe**2))
call hxtflow,cp,t4,tfo,stmflw)
t5=tfo
tbar=(t4+t5)/2.0
call prop(tbar,p4,w4,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
ahtr=.06596
zkdp=4.1
vel=flow/(rho*ahtr)
p5=ppipe-.5*rho*zkdp*(vel**2)
call prop(t5,p5,w4,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
pg=exp(a0+al/t5)
relh5=w4*p5/(pg*(w4+.621885))
t5f=((t5-273.15)*1.8)+32.0
p5psi=p5/6894.757
stmflw=stmflw/1.259979e-4

The pressure and temperature drop across the "HEPA" filter is
calculated.

Geometry:
zl length of 6" pipe
diam 6" pipe diameter
a6 6" pipe cross-sectional area
zkhepa HEPA loss coefficient
zkelbw elbow form loss coefficient
zkvlv loss coefficient for the two open cut-off valves

zl=4.6228
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diam=.1524
a6=pi*(diam**2)/4.0
zkelbw=1.3 8
zkvlv=.3

zkhepa=17.8

dosd=diam+2.O*tinsul
call naconv(t5,p5,w4,flow,windt,diam,dosd,zl,zkwall,rcf,tout)
t6=tout
tbar=-5*(t5+t6)
call prop(tbar,p5,w4,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
vflow=flow/rho
v6=vfIow/a6
re=rho*v6*diam/vis
ed=rough/diam
call frict(re.diam,ed,zf)
p6=p5-.5*rho*(v6**2)*(zkhepa+zkelbw+zkvlv+(zf*zl)/diam)
w6=w4
pg=exp(aO+al/t6)
relh6=w6*p6/(pg*(w6+.621885))
call prop(t6,p6,w6,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)

The temperature and pressure drops between the HEPA filter outlet
and the blower inlet are calculated.

Geometry:
zl#
d#
a#
rough
zf#
zkvlv

length of pipe with diameter # in.
pipe diameter
pipe cross-sectional area
pipe roughness (absolute)
friction factor
Butter-fly valve form loss coefficient

zkelbw elbow form loss coefficient
tinsul insulation thickness
zkwall insulation thermal conductivity
windv wind velocity
windt wind temperature
vlvagl Butter-fly valve close angle (deg.)
tresis composite radial thermal resistance

zl6=5.4864
zkelbw=.51
d6=diam
dosd=d6+2.0*tinsul
call conv(t6rp6,w6,flow,d6,windv,windt,dosd,zkwall,rcf,tresis)
expon=-(2.0*pi/(flow*cp*tresis))
t7=windt+(t6-windt)*exp(expon*zl6)
tbar=(t6+t7)/2.0
call prop(tbar,p6,w6,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
vflow=flow/rho
v6=vfIow/a6
re=rho*v6*d6/vis
ed=rough/d6
call frict(re,d6,ed,zf6)
call vlvlos(vlvagl,zkvlv)
zkvlv=zkvlv+.15
p7=p6-.5*rho*{(vflow**2)/(a6**2))*
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c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
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& (zkvlv+zkelbw+(zf6*zl6)/d6)

w7=w6

pg=exp(aO+al/t7)

relh7=w7*p7/(pg*(w7+.621885))

call prop(t7,p7,w7,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)

The pressure increase across the blower is calculated from the blower

supply curve.

Geometry:

delz change in elevation (m)

dpblwr pressure rise across the blower (Pa)

d# pipe diameter of # in. duct (m)

a# Pipe cross-sectional area of # in. diameter (m~2)

delz=.613

dlO=.254

alO=.25*pi*(dlO**2)

vflow=flow/rho

vflref=vflow*(rho/1.0786)

dpblwr=6782.82+4346.83*vflref-2942.0*(vflref**2)

p8=p7+dpblwr-rho*g*delz+

& .5*rho*(vflow**2)*(1.0/(a6**2)-1.0/(alO**2))

t8=t7

w8=w7

pg=exp(aO+al/t8)

relh8=w8*p8/(pg*(w8+.621885))

call prop(t8;p8,w8,rho,vis,cp,zk.pr)

The pressure at the stack outlet is calculated from the mechanical

energy equation. The outlet temperature is calculated, assuming only

sensible cooling of the air.

Geometry:

delz change in elevation (m)

d# pipe diameter of # in. duct (m)

a# pipe cross-sectional area of # in. diameter (m"2)

zkvlv cut-off valve loss coefficient

delz=22.86

d7=.1778

a7=.25*pi*(d7**2)

dosd=dlO+2.0*tinsul

zkvlv=.15

call conv(t8,p8,w8,flow,dlO,windv,windt,dosd,zkwall,rcf,tresis)

expon=-(2.0*pi/(flow*cp*tresis))

t9=windt+(t8-windt)*exp(expon*delz)

tbar=(t8+t9)/2.0

call prop(tbar,p8,w8,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)

vflow=flow/rho

vlO=vflow/alO

re=rho*vlO*dlO/vis

ed=rough/dlO

call frict(re,dlO,ed,zflO)

p9=p8+.5*rho*(vflow**2)*((1.0/(al0**2))* (1.0

& -zkvlv-zfl0*delz/dl0)

& -1.0/(a7**2))-rho*g*delz

pv=(w8*p9)/(W8+.621885)
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tsat=al/(alog(pv)-aO)

if (tsat .It. t9)then

w9=w8

pg=exp(aO+al/t9)

relh9=w9*p9/(pg*(w9+.621885)

else

relh9=1.0

end if

return

end

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

subroutine cond(ppin,ttin,qqin,relh,tcin,qcool,kflag,

& p4,t4,flow,w4)

This subroutine models a single tube in the condenser. Inputs

are the pressure, temperature, flowrate, relative humidity of

the air/water vapor mixture in the inlet plenum, the flowrate

and inlet temperature of the cooling water. The output is

pressure, temperature, flowrate, and humidity ratio of the

air/water vapor in the outlet plenum.

INPUTS:

ppin

ttin

qqin

relh

inlet pressure

inlet temperature

inlet volume flowrate

inlet relative humidity

tcin cooling water inlet temperature

qcool cooling water flowrate

OUTPUTS:

p4 outlet pressure

t4 outlet temperature

flow outlet flowrate

w4 outlet humidity ratio

he is the convection heat transfer coefficient for the

cooling water: Nu=.4*(ReA.6)*(Pr~.36)

ret Reynolds # based on tube outside diameter

tcout cooling water exit temperature

zsat saturation entrance length

if (kflag .eq. 2)then

write(12,800)

write(12,801)

write(12,802)ppin,ttin,qqin,relh

write(12,803)

end if

tcout=tcin

ret=2186977.457*qcool

hc=25.28254*(ret**.6)

if (relh .It. 1.0)go to 10

relh=.99

10 zsat=0.0
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this is the start of the computational loop (3 iterations),
for the first pass the cooling water temperature is assumed
to be constant at the inlet temperature. For the two
subsequent iterations, the cooling water temperature is
assumed to vary linearly from inlet to outlet. Output is
printed on the third and last iteration.

zltub tube length
hfg latent heat of vaporization water vapor
pg water vapor saturation pressure
w humidity ratio
pv partial pressure water vapor
pa partial pressure dry air
ra dry air gas constant
rv water vapor gas constant
flwair mass flow rate of dry air
flwwv mass flowrate of water vapor
tsat saturation temperature (pv)

do 150 j=l,3
tin=ttin
pin=ppin
qin=qqin
zltub=1.524
hfg=2.43e6
a0=25.5943
al=-5229.89
pg=exp(aO+al/tin)
w=.622*(relh*pg/(pin-relh*pg))
pv=relh*pg
pa=pin-pv
ra=2 87.0
rv=461.5

flwair=pa*qin/(290.0*ra*tin)
flwwv=pv*qin/(290.0*rv*tin)
flwvin=flwwv
fltot=290.0*(flwair+flwwv)
tsat=al/(alog(pv)-aO)

If the saturation temperature is less than the cooling water
inlet temperature, no condensation takes place: (go to 200).

if (tsat .le. tcin)go to 200

tcool is the local cooling water temperature. The axial
temperature distribution is assumed to be linear.

tcool=tcout-(zsat/(2.0*zltub))*(tcout-tcin)

The saturation length, "zsat", is calculated. If "zsat1 is
greater than the length of the tube, no condensation takes
place: (go to 200).

call satlth(tin,pin,qin,w,tcool,he,zsat,psat,tsat,pres)
if (zsat .ge. zltub)go to 200
if (j .It. 3)go to 20
if (kflag .eq. 2(then
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write(12,804)
write(12,802)zsat,psat,tsat,pres
write(12,803)

end if

A one-dimensional finite-difference model of the condensation
region is used. The condensation length is divided into 10
incremental control volumes of equal length "dz".

20 dz=(zltub-zsat)/10.0
zcool=zsat+dz/2.0
tcool=tcout-(zcool/zltub)*(tcout-tcin)

Flow in the first incremental control volume of the condensation
region is calculated.

filmcl output:
tout outlet temperature
pout outlet pressure
wout outlet humidity ratio
delout mean film thickness
cndrot condensation rate
ti film surface temperature
flvout outlet water vapor flowrate
flwlot outlet liquid flowrate

call filmcl(tsat,pres,w,tcool,flwair,flwwv,hc,dz,
& tout,pout,wout,delout,cndrot,ti,flvout,flwlot)
zz=zsat+dz
if (j .It. 3)go to 30
if (kflag .eq. 2)then

write(12,805)
write(12,802)zz,tout,pout,delout
write(12,806)
write(12,802)cndrot,ti,flvout,flwlot
write(12,803)

end if

Flows in the remaining 9 incremental condensation control
volumes are calculated in this loop.

30 do 110 i=l,9
tin=tout
pin=pout
win=wout
flwwv=flvout
flwl=flwlot
del=delout
cndr=cndrot
zcool=zz+dz/2.0
tcool=tcout-(zcool/zltub)*(tcout-tcin)
call filmc2(tin,pin,win,tcool,flwair,flwwv,flwl,cndr,

& hc,dz,del,tout,pout,wout,delout,cndrot,ti,flvout,flwlot)
zz=zz+dz
if (j .It. 3)go to 110
if (kflag .eq. 2)then

write(12,805)
write(12,802)zz,tout,pout,delout
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c
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200

write(12,806)
write(12,802)cndrot,ti,flvout,flwlot
write(12,803)

end if
continue

The cooling water outlet temperature is calculated, (tcout)

ttt mean air/water vapor temperature
cpa specific heat dry air
cpv specific heat of water vapor
qdot total heat transfer from the air/water vapor

flow in a tube

ttt=(ttin+tout)/2.0
cpa=103 6.54-.2402*ttt+.0004 6*(ttt**2)
cpv=1886.98
qdot =(flwair*cpa+flwvin*cpv)*(tout-ttin)-flwlot*hfg
rhol=1000.52
cpl=4180.0
tcout=tcin-(qdot*290.0)/(rhol*cpl*qcool)
if (j .It. 3)go to 150
if (kflag .eq. 2)then

write(12,1031)tcout
write(12,803)

end if
continue

This is the end of the calculation of the flow through a
tube with condensation.

dtub tube diameter
veltub velocity of air/water vapor leaving the tube

flowtb=flwair+flvout
call prop(tout,pout,wout,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
dtub=.015748
pi=3.14159
veltub=(4.0*flowtb)/(rho*pi*({dtub-(2.0*delout))**2))
go to 3 00

This section (200 - 300) is used only if no condensation
takes place

dtub tube diameter
dhead condenser inlet plenum diameter
ri inside radius of a tube
ro outside radius of a tube
zkwal tube wall thermal conductivity
zkent entrance loss coefficient for tube

write (12,1020)
write (*,1020)
dtub=.015748
ed=.0001
pi=3.14159
g=9.807
call prop(tin,pin,w,rho,vis,cp,zk.pr)
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qtub=qin/290.0
atub=pi*(dtub**2)/4.0
vel=qtub/atub
dhead=.50843
vo=4.0*qin/(pi*(dhead**2);
re=rhb*vel*dtub/vis
call frict(re,dtub,ed,zf)
ri=.007874
ro=.009525
zkwal=43.0
zkent=.3O3
tout=tin

in this loop the temperature and pressure of the air leaving
the tube is calculated

znu Nusselt number
hbar average convection heat transfer coefficient

for the internal flow in the tube
rhol density of liquid water
cpl specific heat of liquid water

do 250 i=l,3
tcool=(tcin+tcout)12 .0
znu=.O214*((re**.8)-100.0)*(pr**.4)*
& (1.0+1(dtub/zltub)**.6667))*
& (((tin+tout)/(2.0*tcool))**.45)
hbar=znu*zk/dtub
aa=2.0/(rho*(ri**2)*vel*cp*(1.0/(ri*hbar)+(alog(ro/ri))/zkwal
& +1.0/(ro*hc)))
tout=tcool+(tin-tcool)/exp(aa*zltub)
pout=pin+.5*rho*(vo**2)+rho*g*zltub-.5*rho*
& (1.0+zkent+zf*zltub/dtub)*(vel**2)
qdot=rho*qtub*cp*(tout-tin)
rhol=1000.52
cpl=4180.0
tcout=tcin-(qdot*290.0)/(rhol*cpl*qcool)
if (i .It. 3)go to 249
if (kflag .eq. 2)then

write (12,1030)tout,pout,tcout
write(12,803)

end if
249 wout=w
250 continue

: calculate the velocity of the air leaving the tube (veltub)

flowtb=flwair+flwwv
call prop(tout,pout,w,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
veltub=(4.0*flowtb)/(rho*pi*(dtub**2))

z the pressure in the condenser outlet plenum is calculated

300 flow=290.0*flowtb
aa4=.20303
v4=fIow/aa4
zkexp=6.731
delz=.180975
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800

801

802

803

804

805

806

900

901

902

903

904
1000

1010

1020

1030

1031

p4=pout-.5

t4=tout

w4=wout

format(lx,

format{lx,

format(lx,

format('

format(lx,

format (lx,

format(lx,

format(lx,

format(lx,

format(lx,

format(lx,

format('**
format(lx,

format(lx,

format(lx,

format(lx,

format(lx,

return

end

*rho*((1.0+zkexp)*

****** CONDENSER *

'ppin:

4gl5.6)
1 )

'zsat:
1 zz :
1cndrot:
1 tin = ',

'relative

'flowrate

'coolant

'zsat= ',
1tsat= ',

'Does not

ttin:

psat:

tout:

ti:

gl8.9, '

:(V4**2)-(veltub**2))+rho*g*c

qqin: relh:')

tsat: pres:')

pout: delout:')

flvout: fIwlot:')

pin = ',gl8.9)

humidity = ',gl4.7)

= ',gl4.

temp. = '

gl8.9, '

gl8.9, '

7)

,gl4:7)

psat= ',gl8.9)

pres= ',gl8.9)

saturate')

'tout/pout/tcout =

'tcout= ' ,gl8.9)

= ',3gl4.7)

subroutine satlth(tin,pin,qin.w,tcool.hc,zsat,psat,tsat,pres)

c This subroutine calculates the length required to cool an air/water

c vapor mixture to saturation.

inlet temperature (K)

inlet pressure (Pa)

flowrate (m~3/s)

humidity ratio

coolant water temperature (K)

saturation length (m)

saturation pressure (Pa)

saturation temperature (K)

gas mixture pressure (Pa)

& parameters:

tube inside diameter

tube length

tube relative roughness

Prandtl #

coefficient in the saturation pressure relation

coefficient in the saturation pressure relation

condenser inlet plenum diameter

inside radius of a tube

outside radius of a tube

tube wall thermal conductivity

entrance loss coefficient for tube

Nusselt number for cooling water flow across tubes

convection heat transfer coefficient for cooling water

c
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
c

c

c

c
c

c
c

c

c

c
c

c

c

c

c

c
c

c

Inputs:

tin

pin

qin

w
tcool

Output:

zsat

psat

tsat

pres

geometry

dtub

zltub

ed
pr
aO
al
dhead

ri
ro
zkwal

zkent

znu
hbar
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dtub=.015748
zltub=1.524
ed=.0001
a0=25.5943
al=-5229.89
pi=3.14159
g=9.8Q7
call prop(tin,pin,w,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
qtub=qin/2 90.0
atub=pi*(dtub**2)/4.0
vel=qtub/atub
dhead=.50843
vo=4.0*qin/(pi*(dhead**2))
re=rho*vel*dtub/vis
call frict(re,dtub,ed, zf)
twal=tcool
ri=.007874
ro=.009525
zkwal=43.0
zkent=.3O3
hcool=hc
psat=w*pin/(.622+w)
tsat=al/(alog(psat)-aO)
znu=.O214*((re**.8)-100.0)*(pr**.4)

hbar=znu*zk/dtub

This is the initial guess for zsat.

zsat=-(rho*dtub*vel*cp/(4.0*hbar))*alog((tsat-twal)/(tin-twal))
i=0

Newton's method is used to solve the two simultaneous non-linear equations
(fl & f2) for zsat and psat, (statement 100 - 300). Cramer's rule is used

to solve the matrix equation:
[A]{x}={b>

100 z n u = . O 2 1 4 * ( ( r e * * . 8 ) - 1 0 0 . 0 ) * ( p r * * . 4 ) *
& (1.0+((dtub/zsat)**.6667))*(((tin+tsat)/(2.0*twal))**.45)
hbar=znu*zk/dtub
aa=2.0/(rho*(ri**2)*vel*cp*(1.0/(ri*hbar)+(alog(ro/ri))/zkwal
& +1.0/(ro*hcool)))
i=i+l
fl=twal+(tin-twal)/exp(aa*zsat)-

& al/(alog(psat)-aO)
f2=psat*(1.0+.622/w)-pin-.5*rho*(vo**2)-rho*g*zsat+

& .5*rho*(1.0+zkent+zf*zsat/dtub)*(vel**2)
dfldz=-((tin-twal)*aa)/
& exp(aa*zsat)
dfldp=al/(psat*((alog(psat)-aO)**2))
df2dz=rho*zf*(vel**2)/(2.0*dtub)-rho*g
df2dp=1.0+.622/w
all=dfldz
al2=dfldp
a21=df2dz
a22=df2dp
bl=-fl
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300

b2=-f2
xl=(bl*a22-b2*al2)
x2=(all*b2-a21*bl)
zsat=zsat+xl
psat=psat+x2
tsat=al/(alog(psat)-aO)
pres=psat*(1.0+.622/w)
err=abs{xl+x2)
if (i .ge. 20)go to 300
if (err .gt. .001)go to 100
return
end

(all*a22-a21*al2)
(all*a22-a21*al2)

subroutine filmcl(tin,pin,win,tc,flwair,flwwv,he,dz,
& tout,pout,wout.delout,endrot,ti,flvout,flwlot)

This subroutine calculates film condensation for flow of a saturated
air/water vapor mixture through a short section of pipe, "filmcl" is
used for the first section in which condensation occurs. The air/
water vapor mixture enters the section or control volume saturated.
Film condensation on the wall starts in this section.

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c •

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

dimension a(5,5),b(5),indx(5)
Input:

tin inlet temperature
pin inlet pressure
win inlet humidity ratio
tc cooling water temperature
flwair flowrate dry air
flwwv flowrate water vapor
he cooling water heat transfer coefficient
dz section length

Output:
tout
pout
wout

outlet temperature
outlet pressure
outlet humidity ratio

delout mean film thickness
endrot condensation rate
ti film surface temperature
flvout outlet water vapor flowrate
flwlot outlet liquid flowrate

Geometry:
dtub
dr

tube diameter
tube wall thickness

ra & rwv
zkl
zkwal
dm
hfg
visl
rhol
ti

gas constants for dry air & water vapor
thermal conductivity of cooling water
thermal conductivity of tube wall
water vapor - air diffusion coefficient
water vapor latent heat
liquid water viscosity
liquid water density
condensate film interface temperature

cpa & cpv specific heats for air & water vapor
tau condensate film interface shear stress
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c
c
c
c

c

z s h
zkm
cndr

d e l

Sherwood number
mass transfer coefficient
condensation rate
film thickness

dtub=.015748
ed=.0001
r=dtub/2.0
dr=.001651
pi = 3.14159
g=9.807
ra=287.0
rwv=461.5
a0=25.5943
al=-5229.89
flwl=0.0
call prop{tin,pin,win,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
zkl=.597
zkwal=43.0

ccO=2.58276
ccl=-l.59548
cc2=.452381
teps=tin/280.1476
omgd=ccO+ccl*teps+cc2*(teps**2)
dm=5.77193e-4*(tin**1.5)/<pin*omgd)

hfg=2.43e6
visl=.0010065
rhol=1000.52

ti=tc+l.0
cpa=1036.54-.2402*tin+.00046*(tin**2)
cpv=1886.98
flow=flwair+flwwv
vel=4.0*flow/(rho*pi*(dtub**2))
re=rho*vel*dtub/vis
call frict{re,dtub,ed,zf)

tau=rho*zf*(vel**2)/8.0
sc=vis/(rho*dm)
zsh=.0214*((re**.8)-100.0)*(sc**.4)
zkm=zsh*dm/dtub

vin=vel
vout=.99*vin
tout=tin-1.0
cndr=(zkm/rwv)*2.0*pi*r*dz*

& {exp{a0+al/tin)/tin-exp(aO+al/tc)/tc)
del=((.75*visl*cndr/((rhol**2)*g*pi*r))**.333333)

Newton's method is used to solve the five simultaneous non-linear
equations, (fl - f5). LU decomposition is used to solve the (5X5)
matrix equation:

[A]{x}={b>

do 100 j=l,10

f1=(flwair*cpa+flwwv*cpv)*(tin-tout)+cndr*hfg
& -(ti-tc)/((alog{r/(r-del)))/(2.0*pi*zkl*dz)+
& {alog((r+dr)/r))/(2.0*pi*zkwal*dz)+
& 1.0/(hc*2.0*pi*(r+dr)*dz))
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dfldto=-(flwair*cpa+flwwv*cpv)
dfldmc=hfg
dfldti=-1.0/((alog(r/(r-del)))/(2.O*pi*zkl*dz)+
& (alog((r+dr)/r))/(2.O*pi*zkwal*dz)+
& 1.0/(hc*2.0*pi*(r+dr)*dz))
dflddl=(ti-tc)/((2.0*pi*zkl*dz*(r-del))*
& (((alog(r/(r-del)))/(2.0*pi*zkl*dz)+
& (alog((r+dr)/r))/(2.0*pi*zkwal*dz)+
& 1.0/(hc*2.0*pi*(r+dr)*dz))**2))

f2=cndr-(zkm/rwv)*2.0*pi*(r-del)*dz*(
& 2.0*exp(aO+2.0*al/(tin+tout))/(tin+tout)-
& exp(aO+al/ti)/ti)
df2dmc=1.0
df2ddl=(zkm/rwv)*2.0*pi*dz*(
& 2.0*exp(a0+2.0*al/(tin+tout))/(tin+tout)-
& exp(aO+al/ti)/ti)
df2dto={zkm/rwv)*2.0*pi*(r-del)*dz*(
& (4.0*al*exp(a0+2.0*al/(tin+tout)))/((tin+tout)**3)+
& (2.0*exp(a0+2.0*al/(tin+tout)))/((tin+tout)**2))
df2dti=-(zkm/rwv)*2.0*pi*(r-del)*dz*(
& al*exp(aO+al/ti)/(ti**3)+
& exp(aO+al/ti)/(ti**2))

f3=2.0*rhol*g*(del**3)+3.0*tau*(del**2)-
& (3.0*visl/(pi*rhol*r))*(flwl+.5*cndr)

df3ddl=6.0*tau*del+6.0*rhol*g*(del**2)
df3dmc=-3.0*visl/(2.0*pi*rhol*r)

f4=(flwair+flwwv-.5*cndr)*(vout-vin)-(pin+rho*g*dz)*
& pi*{(r-del)**2)+
& flwair*ra*tout/vout+pi*((r-del)**2)*(exp(aO+al/tout))+
& (pi*rho*zf*dz*(r-del)/16.0)*(vin+vout)*abs(vin+vout)
df4dmc=-.5*(vout-vin)
df4dvo=(flwair+flwwv-.5*cndr)-flwair*ra*tout/(vout**2)+
& pi*rho*zf*dz*(r-del)*(vin+vout)/8.0
df4ddl=2.0*pi*(pin+rho*g*dz)*(r-del)-2.0*pi*(r-del)*
& exp(aO+al/tout)-
& (pi*rho*zf*dz/16.0)*(vin+vout)*abs(vin+vout)
df4dto=flwair*ra/vout-
& (al*pi*((r-del)**2)*(exp(aO+al/tout)))/(tout**2)

f5=win-cndr/flwair-.622*pi*vout*((r-del)**2)*
& (exp(aO+al/tout))/(flwair*ra*tout)
df5dmc=-1.0/flwair
df5ddl=2.0*.622*pi*vout*(r-del)*(exp(aO+al/tout))/
& (flwair*ra*tout)
df5dvo=-.622*pi*((r-del)**2)*
& (exp(aO+al/tout))/(flwair*ra*tout)
df5dto=(.622*pi*vout*((r-del)**2)/(flwair*ra))*(
& (al*exp(aO+al/tout))/(tout**3)+
& (exp(aO+al/tout))/(tout**2))

ad, l)=dfldmc
a(l,2)=dflddl
a(l,3)=dfldti
a(l,4)=dfldto
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100

a(l,5)=0.0
a(2,l)=df2dmc
a(2,2)=df2ddl
a(2,3)=df2dti
a(2,4)=df2dto
a(2,5)=0.0
a(3,l)=df3dmc
a(3,2)=df3ddl
a(3,3)=0.0
a(3,4)=0.0
a(3,5)=0.0
a(4,I)=df4dmc
a(4,2)=df4ddl
a(4,3)=0.0
a(4,4)=df4dto
a(4,5)=df4dvo
a(5,I)=df5dmc
a(5,2)=df5ddl
a(5,3)=0.0
a(5,4)=df5dto
a(5,5)=df5dvo
b(l)=-fl
b(2)=-f2
b{3)=-f3
b(4)=-f4
b(5)=-f5
n=5
np=5
call LUDCMP(a,n,np,indx,d)
call LUBKSB (a,n,np,indx,b)
cndr=cndr+b(1)
del=del+b(2)
ti=ti+b(3)
tout=tout+b(4)
vout=vout+b(5)
continue
delout=del
cndrot=cndr
pout=flwair*ra*tout/(vout*pi*((r-del)**2))+exp(aO+al/tout)
psat=exp(aO+al/tout)
wout=win-cndr/flwair
wout=.622*psat/(pout-psat)
flvout=flwwv-cndr
flwlot=fIwl+cndr
return
end

subroutine filmc2(tin,pin,win,tc,flwair,flwwv,flwl,cndr,
& hc,dz,del,tout,pout,wout,delout,cndrot,ti,flvout,flwlot)

This subroutine calculates film condensation for flow of a saturated
air/water vapor mixture through a short section of pipe, "filmcl"
was used for the initial section where condensation started, and
this subroutine is used for the subsequent sections. (See comments
in "filmcl" for nomenclature)
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dimension a(5,5),b(5),indx(5)
Geometry:
dtub=.015748
ed=.0001
r=dtub/2.0
dr=.001651
pi=3.14159
g=9.807
rwv=461.5
ra=287.0
a0=25.5943
al=-5229.89
call prop(tin,pin,win,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
zkl=.597
zkwal=43.0

ccO=2.58276
ccl=-l.59548
cc2=.452381
teps=tin/280.1476
omgd=ccO+ccl*teps+cc2*(teps**2)
dm=5.77193e-4*(tin**1.5)/(pin*omgd)

hfg=2.43e6
visl=.0010065
rhol=1000.52

ti=tc+1.0
cpa=103 6.54-.2402*tin+.0004 6*(tin**2)
cpv=1886.98
flow=flwair+flwwv
dddd=dtub-2.0*del
vel=4.0*flow/(rho*pi*(dddd**2))
re=rho*vel*dddd/vis
call frict(re.dddd,ed,zf)
tau=rho*zf*(vel**2)/8.0
sc=vis/(rho*dm)
zsh=.O214*((re**.8)-100.0)*(sc**.4)
zkm=zsh*dm/dddd

vin=vel
vout=.99*vin
tout=tin-l.0

do 100 j=l,10

fl=(flwair*cpa+flwwv*cpv)*(tin-tout)+cndr*hfg
& -{ti-tc)/((alog(r/(r-del)))/(2.0*pi*zkl*dz)+
& <alog{(r+dr)/r))/(2.0*pi*zkwal*dz)+
& 1.0/(hc*2.0*pi*(r+dr)*dz))
dfldto=-(flwair*cpa+flwwv*cpv)
dfldmc=hfg
dfldti=-1.0/((alog(r/(r-del)))/(2.0*pi*zkl*dz)+
& (alog((r+dr)/r))/(2.0*pi*zkwal*dz)+
& 1.0/(hc*2.0*pi*(r+dr)*dz))
dflddl=(ti-tc)/((2.0*pi*zkl*dz*(r-del))*
& (((alog(r/(r-del)))/(2.0*pi*zkl*dz)+
& (alog((r+dr)/r))/(2.0*pi*zkwal*dz)+
& 1.0/(hc*2.0*pi*(r+dr)*dz))**2))

f2=cndr-(zkm/rwv)*2.0*pi*(r-del)*dz* (
& 2.0*exp(a0+2.0*al/{tin+tout))/(tin+tout)-
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& exp(aO+al/ti)/ti)

df2dmc=1.0
df2ddl=(zkm/rwv)*2.O*pi*dz*(

& 2.0*exp(a0+2.O*al/{tin+tout))/(tin+tout)-
& exp(aO+al/ti)/ti)
df2dto=(zkm/rwv)*2.0*pi*(r-del)*dz*(
& (4.0*al*exp(a0+2.0*al/(tin+tout)))/((tin+tout)**3H
& (2.0*exp(aO+2.O*al/(tin+tout)))/((tin+tout)**2))
df2dti=-(zkm/rwv)*2.0*pi*(r-del)*dz*(
& al*exp(aO+al/ti)/(ti**3)+
& exp(aO+al/ti)/ (ti**2))

f3=2.0*rhol*g*(del**3)+3.0*tau*(del**2)-
& (3.0*visl/(pi*rhol*r))*(flwl+.5*cndr)

df3ddl=6.0*tau*del+6.0*rhol*g*(del**2)
df3dmc=-3.0*visl/(2.0*pi*rhol*r)

f4=(flwair+flwwv-.5*cndr)*(vout-vin)-(pin+rho*g*dz)*
& pi*((r-del)**2)+
& flwair*ra*tout/vout+pi*((r-del)**2)*(exp(aO+al/tout))+
& (pi*rho*zf*dz*(r-del)/16.0)*(vin+vout)*abs(vin+vout)
df4dmc=-.5*(vout-vin)
df4dvo=(flwair+flwwv-.5*cndr)-flwair*ra*tout/(vout**2)+
& pi*rho*zf*dz*(r-del)*(vin+vout)/8.0
df4ddl=2.0*pi*(pin+rho*g*dz)*
& (r-del)-2.0*pi*(r-del)*exp(aO+al/tout)-
& (pi*rho*zf*dz/16.0)*(vin+vout)*abs(vin+vout)
df4dto=flwair*ra/vout-
& (al*pi*((r-del)**2)*(exp(aO+al/tout)))/(tout**2)

f5=win-cndr/flwair-.622*pi*vout*((r-del)**2)*
& (exp(aO+al/tout))/(flwair*ra*tout)
df5dmc=-l.07fIwair
df5ddl=2.0*.622*pi*vout*(r-del)*(exp(aO+al/tout))/
& (flwair*ra*tout)
df5dvo=-.622*pi*((r-del)**2)*
& (exp(aO+al/tout))/(flwair*ra*tout)
df5dto=(.622*pi*vout*((r-del)**2)/(flwair*ra))*(
& (al*exp(aO+al/tout))/(tout**3)+
& (exp(aO+al/tout))/(tout**2>)

ad, 1) =df ldmc
a(l,2)=dflddl
a(1,3)=dfldti
a(l,4)=dfldto
a(l,5)=0.0
a(2,1)=df2dmc
a(2,2)=df2ddl
a(2,3)=df2dti
a(2,4)=df2dto
a(2,5)=0.0
a(3,l)=df3dmc
a(3,2)=df3ddl
a(3,3)=0.0
a{3,4)=0.0
a(3,5)=0.0
a(4,1)=df4dmc
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100

a(4,2)=df4ddl
a(4,3)=0.0
a(4,4)=df4dto
a(4,5)=df4dvo
a(5,l)=df5dmc
a(5,2)=df5ddl
a(5,3)=0.0
a(5,4)=df5dto
a(5,5)=df5dvo
b(l)=-fl
b{2)=-f2
b(3)=-f3
b(4)=-f4
b(5)=-f5
n=5
np=5
call LUDCMP(a,n,np,indx,d)
call LUBKSB (a,n,np,indx,b)
cndr=cndr+b(1)
del=del+b(2)
ti=ti+b(3)
tout=tout+b(4)
vout=vout+b(5)
continue
delout=del
cndrot=cndr
pout=flwair*ra*tout/(vout*pi*((r-del)**2))+exp(aO+al/tout)
psat=exp(aO+al/tout)
wout=win-cndr/flwair
wout=.622*psat/(pout-psat)
f1vout=flwwv-cndr
flwlot=flwl+cndr
return
end

subroutine frict(re,dh,ed,zf)

This subroutine calculates the Moody friction factor for a
tube. Inputs are the Reynolds #, the hydraulic diameter, and the
relative roughness. The Darcy friction factor is returned.

if (re .gt. 50.0)go to 10
re=50.0

10 if (re .le. 2300.0)then
zf=64.0/re

else if (re .ge. 4000.0)then
zf=1.0/((1.14-2.0*aloglO(ed+21.25/(re**.9)))**2)

else
zf=.23158-2.0549e-4*re+6.63 51e-8*(re**2)-6.733 6e-12*(re**3)

end if
return
end
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

subroutine convtt,p,w,flow,di,vf,tf,dosd,zkwall,rcf,tresis)

This subroutine calculates the composite thermal resistance for
flow through a pipe and wind blowing across the pipe. Insulation
is also included.

Inputs:
t temperature of inside flow (K)
p pressure of inside flow (Pa)
w humidity ratio of the inside flow
flow mass flow rate (kg/s)
di pipe inside diameter (m)
vf wind velocity (m/s)
tf wind temperature (K)
dosd pipe outside diameter (m)
zkwall wall thermal conductivity
rcf rain chill factor

(W/m-K)

Output -.
tresis composite radial thermal resistance

pi=3.14159
call prop tt,p,w,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
re=(4.0*flow)/(pi*di*vis)
cvhin=.023*(zk/di)*(re**.8)*(pr**.3333333)
ra=287.0
patm=1013 00.0
rhoa=patm/(ra*tf)
visa=-2.5689e-5+2.3432e-7*tf-2.84e-10*(tf**2)
zka=-.0001945+9.861e-5*tf-3.5e-8*(tf**2)
pra=.837-.00061*tf+6.0e-7*(tf**2)
rea=rhoa*vf*dosd/visa
cvhot=(zka/dosd)*(.4*(rea**.5)+.06*(rea**.666667))*(pra**.4)

c

c This section modifies the outside heat transfer coefficient by
c multiplying it by the rain chill factor, "rcf'.

cvhot=cvhot*rcf

c
ri=.5*di
ro=.5*dosd
tresis=(1.0/(ri*cvhin))+(1.0/zkwall)*alog(ro/ri)

& +(1.0/(ro*cvhot))
return
end

subroutine naconv(tin,pin,w,flow,tf,di,dosd,zl,zkwall,rcf,tout)

This subroutine calculates the outlet temperature of the flow
through a horizontal pipe, subject to natural convection on the
outside.
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c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

Inputs:
tin
pin
w
flow
tf
di
dosd
zl
zkwall
rcf

Output:
tout

10

inlet temperature of inside flow (K)
inlet pressure of inside flow (Pa)
humidity ratio of the inside flow
mass flow rate (kg/s)
air temperature (K)
pipe inside diameter (m)
pipe outside diameter (m)
pipe length (m)
wall thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
rain chill factor

pi=3.14159
call prop(tin,pin,w,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)
re=(4.0*flow)/(pi*di*vis)
cvhin=.023*(zk/di)*(re**.8)*(pr**.3333333)
ri=di/2.0
ro=dosd/2.0
twalln=tin
twall=twalln
cvhot=1.32*(((twall-tf)/dosd)**.25)

c

c This section modifies the outside heat transfer coefficient for
c the effect of rain by multiplying the heat transfer coefficient
c by the rain chill factor, "rcf".
£1 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

cvhot=cvhot*rcf

c
r=l.0/(ri*cvhin)+(alog(ro/ri))/zkwall+1.0/(ro*cvhot)
expon=-((2.0*pi)/(flow*cp*r))
tout=tf+(tin-tf)*exp(expon*zl)
qdot=flow*cp*(tin-tout)
twalln=.5*(tin+tout)-(qdot/<2.0*pi*zl))*

& (1.0/(ri*cvhin)+(alog(ro/ri))/zkwall)
diff=abs(twalln-twall)
if(diff .gt. .01)go to 10
return
end

subroutine prop(t,p,w,rho,vis,cp,zk,pr)

This subroutine calculates the thermodynamic properties of a
mixture of air and water vapor. Air properties are assumed to be
a function of temperature, and water vapor properties are assumed
to be a constant.

Inputs:

t

P

temperature (K)
pressure (Pa)

14



c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

w

Output

r h o

v i s
c p
zk
p r

humidity ratio

density (kg/m^3)
dynamic viscosity (Pa-s)
constant pressure specific heat (J/kg-K)
thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
Prandtl number

ra=287.0
rv=461.5
r=(ra+w*rv)/(w+1.0)
rho=p/(r*t)
visa=-2.5689e-5+2.3432e-7*t-2.84e-10*(t**2)
cpa=103 6.54-.2402*t+.00046*(t**2>
zka=-.0001945+9.861e-5*t-3.5e-8*(t**2)
pra=.837-.00061*t+6.0e-7*(t**2)
visv=l.0534e-5
cpv=1886.98
zkv=.021966
prv=.92
vis=(visa+w*visv)/(1.0+w)
cp=(cpa+w*cpv)/(1.0+w)
zk=(zka+w*zkv)/(1.0+w)
pr=(pra+w*prv)/(1.0+w)
return
end

subroutine hx(flow,cp,tfi,tfo,stmflw)

This subroutine calculates the outlet air temperature of the
steam reheater and the required steam flowrate through the
reheater. Newton's method is used to iteratively solve the
non-linear algebraic equation for "tfo".

c INPUTS:
c
c
c
c
c
c
c OUTPUTS:
C

C

c
c
c
c
c

flow mass flowrate of air/water vapor (kg/s)
cp specific heat of air/water vapor mixture (J/kg-K)
tfi inlet temperature of air/water vapor mixture (K)
ts saturation temperature of steam (K)
hfgstm latent heat of vaporization od saturated steam (J/kg)

tfo outlet temperature of air/water vapor mixture (K)
stmflw required steam mass flowrate (kg/s)

The steam supply pressure is 25 psig. If the supply steam flow
is throttled, the steam pressure in the reheater will be reduced.

steam pressure 25 psig
ts=403.59

hfgstm=2.17087e6

steam pressure 20 psig
ts=399.14

hfgstm=2.18372e6
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c ************************
c steam pressure 15 psig

c ts=394.1

c hfgstm=2.19797e6
c ************************
c steam pressure 10 psig

c ts=388.37

c hfgstm=2.214079e6

c steam pressure 5 psig

c ts=381.57

c hfgstm=2.23281e6
c ***********************

c=134.2513

expm=1.0-.413 6

dt=2.0

tfo=tfi+5.0

do 100 i=l,50

f=(((flow**expm)*cp*(tfo-tfi))/c) -

& ((ts-tfi)-(ts-tfo))/alog((ts-tfi)/(ts-tfo))

tr=tfo+dt

fr=(((flow**.4)*cp*(tr-tfi))/c)-

& ((ts-tfi)-(ts-tr))/alog{(ts-tfi)/(ts-tr))

dfdt=(fr-f)/dt

deltfo=-f/dfdt

tfo=tfo+deltfo

c write(*,1000)tfo.deltfo

100 continue

qdt=flow*cp*(tfo-tfi)

stmflw=qdt/hfgstm

c write{*,1000)qdt,stmf lw

1000 format(Ix,2gl8.9)

return

end

subroutine vlvlos(vlvagl,zkvlv)

This, subroutine calculates the form loss coefficient for the

butter-fly valve, as a function of the close angle.

pi=3.14159

if (vlvagl .It. 40.0)then

al = l.73276

a2=. 16347

a3 = -. 0136657

a4=.000468083

else

al=-2091.33

a2=138.684

a3=-3.06651

a4=. 0229192

end if

zkvlv=al+a2*vlvagl+a3*(vlvagl**2)+a4*(vlvagl**3)

return

end
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SUBROUTINE LUBKSB(A,N,NP,INDX,B)

DIMENSION A(NP,NP),INDX(N),B(N)

11 = 0

DO 12 1=1,N

LL=INDX(I)

SUM=B(LL)

B(LL)=B(I)

IF (II .NE. 0)THEN

DO 11 J=II,I-1

SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J)

11 CONTINUE

ELSE IF (SUM .NE. 0.) THEN

11 = 1

ENDIF

B(I)=SUM

12 CONTINUE

DO 14 I=N,1,-1

SUM=B(I)

DO 13 J=I+1,N

SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*B(J)

13 . CONTINUE

B(I)=SUM/A(I,I)

14 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

GT. AAMAX) AAMAX=ABS(A(I,J) )

PAUSE 'SINGULAR MATRIX'

SUBROUTINE LUDCMP (A,N,NP,INDX,D)

PARAMETER (NMAX=100 , TINY=1. OE-20 )

DIMENSION A(NP,NP) ,INDX(N) ,W(NMAX)

D=l.

DO 12 1=1,N

AAMAX=0.

DO 11 J=1,N

IF (ABS(A(I,J)

11 CONTINUE

IF (AAMAX .EQ/ 0.

W(I)=1./AAMAX

12 CONTINUE

DO 19 J=1,N

DO 14 1 = 1, J-l

SUM=A(I,J)

DO 13 K=1,I-1

SUM=SUM-A(I,K) *A(K, J)

13 CONTINUE

A(I,J)=SUM

14 CONTINUE

AAMAX=0.

DO 16 I=J,N

SUM=A(I,J)

DO 15 K=1,J-1

SUM=SUM-A(I,K)*A(K,J)

15 CONTINUE

,J)=SUM
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DUM=W (I) * ABS ( SUM)

IF (DUM .GE. AAMAX) THEN

IMAX=I

AAMAX=DUM

ENDIF

16 CONTINUE

IF (J .NE. IMAX)THEN

DO 17 K=1,N

DUM=A(IMAX,K)

A(IMAX,K)=A(J,K)

A(J,K)=DUM

17 CONTINUE

D=-D

W(IMAX)=W(J)

ENDIF

INDX(J)=IMAX

IF (A(J,J) .EQ. 0.)A(J,J)=TINY

IF (J .NE. N)THEN

DUM=1./A(J,J)

DO 18 I=J+1,N

A(I,J)=A(I,J)*DUM

18 CONTINUE

ENDIF

19 CONTINUE

RETURN

END
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Software Requirements Specification for TNKVNT (U)

Originator: M. A. Shadday
Date: March 19, 1996

The requirements for TNKVNT are stated in the modelling proposal SRT-EMS-950086
and the Technical Task Request HLE-TTR-96024. These requirements are defined
below. TNKVNT is a code that models the flow in the Tank 48 purge/ventilitation
exhaust system. The purpose of this code is to predict the relative humidity of the tank
purge gas at various points in the system, as functions of operating and environmental
conditions.

The software may be used for-GP-functional classification applications.

Function

TNKVNT must be capable of calculating the relative humidity, the temperature, and the
flowrate of the tank purge flow at various points in the system. The code must also be
capable of predicting the onset of condensation in the system, downstream of the HEPA
filters. The code should be able to predict the system performance for the expected range
of tank gas space conditions, environmental conditions, ventilation system flowrates,
condenser cooling water flowrates and inlet temperatures, and supply steam pressures for
the reheater. The aforementioned system parameters are user supplied inputs to the code.
Successful solution of several test problems will satisfy the acceptance criteria for the
code functional requirements.

Performance and attributes

TNKVNT is written in standard FORTRAN 77, and should be easly portable to a large
variety of platforms. The code was developed on a Mac IIFX with an Absoft
MacFortran II V3.2 compiler and a SiliconGraphics Iris Indigo work station.

Design constraints imposed on design and implementation phase activities

Not applicable

External interfaces

Not applicable



Coding standards

ANSI FORTRAN 77
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Software Design Report for TNKVNT (U)
Originator: M. A. Shadday
Date: March 19, 1996

WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1 is the code manual for TNKVNT. This document describes
in detail the theoretical basis for the code and has derivations of the mathematical
models. The solution algorithms and the code architecture are described in the code
manual.

Shadday, M., A., March 1996, "TNKVNT: A Model of the Tank 48
Purge/Ventilation Exhaust System(U)", WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1.

Technical description

See WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1

Component description

See WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1

Procedural details

See WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1

Approvals
(sign and date)
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Owner:
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Software Coding Report for TNKVNT (U)
Originator: M. A. Shadday
Date: March 19,1996

WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1 is the code manual for TNKVNT. This document contains a
listing of the source code and examples of input and output files.

Shadday, M., A., March 1996, 'TNKVNT: A Model of the Tank 48
Purge/Ventilation Exhaust System(U)", WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1.

Coding standards

TNKVNT is written in ANSI FORTRAN 77.

Variable description

Input Variables:

tnktmp
tnkprs
tnkrel
cndcfl
cndtin
windv
*vindt .
vlvagl
rcf

Output Files:

tank air temperature
tank air pressure
tank air relative humidity
condenser cooling water flowrate
condenser cooling water inlet temperature
wind velocity .
wi nd temperature ;.
Butter-fly valve close angle
rain chill factor

tnk48-vent.dat (main output file)
tnk48-cond.dat (conditions in the condenser)

(35 to 160 deg. F.)
(-14.6 psia)
(0.0 to 0.99)
(-40 gpm)
(>tnktmp)
(1 to60mph)
(Oto-llO.deg.F.)
(0 to 70 deg.) •
(1 to 100)
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Software Test Plan for TNKVNT (U)
Originator: M. A. Shadday
Date: March 19, 1996

TNKVNT will be tested by comparing code results with hand calculations, and small test
programs will be written to test the operation of some of the subroutines. The results of
the test programs will be compared with hand calculations. These tests are intended to
demonstrate that the code works as intended, in accordance with the models and
algorithms described in the code manual, WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1. The testing will
take place on a SiliconGraphics Iris Indigo work station.

Shadday, M., A., March 1996, "TNKVNT: A Model of the Tank 48
Purge/Ventilation Exhaust System(U)", WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1.
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Design Software Test Report for TNKVNT (U)
Originator: M. A. Shadday
Date: March 19, 1996

TNKVNT was tested by comparing code results with hand calculations, and small test
programs were written to test the operation of some of the subroutines. The results of the
test programs were compared with hand calculations. These tests demonstrate that the
code works as intended, in accordance with the models and algorithms described in the
code manual, WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1. The test programs and results, and the results
of hand calculations are listed in the code manual, WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1. The
testing took place on a SiliconGraphics Iris Indigo work station.

Shadday, M., A., March 1996, "TNKVNT: A Model of the Tank 48
Purge/Ventilation Exhaust System(U)", WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1.
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User Manual for TNKVNT (U)
Originator: M. A. Shadday
Date: March 19, 1996

The user guide for TNKVNT is contained in the code manual, WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev.
1. No specific training is required.

Shadday, M., A., March 1996, "TNKVNT: A Mode! of the Tank 48
Purge/Ventilation Exhaust System(U)", WSRC-TR-95-0066, Rev. 1.

TNKVNT is designed to be run interactively. Input parameters are entered at the
terminal in response to inquires by the computer. When the code is finished running,
"FINISHED", will be displayed on the screen. The code output consists of two files,
tnk48-vent.dat and tnk48-cond.dat. Examples of the output files are included in the code
manual.

The Fortran source code is available. User support is available from M. A. Shadday.
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Owner:


